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ABSTRACT 

The construction of lightweight manipulators with a larger speed range is one 

of the major goals in the design of weU-behaving industrial robotic arms. Their use 

will lead to higher productivity and less energy consumption than is common with 

heavier, rigid arms. However, due to the flexibility involved with link deformation 

and the complexity of distributed parameter systems, modeling and control of flex

ible manipulators still remain a major challenge to robotic research. A compromise 

between modeling costs and control eflBciency for real-time implementation is in

evitable. The interdependency of subsystems results in a local optimal performance 

in the traditional design scheme. An important reseaxch topic in flexible manipulator 

design is the pursuit of better system performance while avoiding model-intensive or 

control-intensive work. This problem can be solved using the proposed mechatronic 

design approach. It treats the mechanical, electrical and control components of a 

flexible manipulator concurrently. The result is an improved design with an explicit 

link shape and controller parameters which result in the control problem and mod

eling accuracy no longer being critical for obtaining desired performance. Dynajnics 

of flexible manipulators with rotatory inertia are derived, and state-space equations 

with the integration of DC motor dynamics are developed as a theoretical base for 

mechatronic designs. Two case studies based on LQR formula and Hoo control are 

considered. The beam shape and controller parameters are obtained using an adap

tive iterative algorithm with the acconcunodation of various geometrical constraints. 

Also, different output feedback strategies axe investigated to evaluate the impacts 

of various controller structures. Finally, a sensitivity analysis in terms of parame

ter variations and model uncertainties is conducted to reveal the robustness of this 

mechatronic design. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

A manipulator becomes flexible when its link deformation cannot be ignored 

in the analysis of its performance. A meinipulator which has large dimensions, is 

lightweight, fast, or handles a heavy load exhibits flexibility. Flexible meinipulators 

utilize less energy due to their lightweight, higher productivity achieved through 

fast motion. They axe safer to operate due to good damping behavior and the less 

pronounced interconnections between the difl^erent segments for multiple-link manip

ulators. These manipulators are found in space explorations (NASA Remote Manip

ulator System) because of the constraints on arm length, weight and 'gravity-loss'; 

in mining applications (Robotics Excavators) because of their heavy payload; in con

struction applications (Robotics Crane Systems) because of the length and heavy tip 

load; and where dexterous manipulators are required such as in medical operations or 

chip placement performed pick-and-place manipulators in electronic assembly man

ufacture. Even through, the NASA Remote Manipulator System [10] has very low 

natural frequencies {Q.QAHZ to 0.35^Z) and consequently has to move slowly (0.5 

deg/sec) in order to avoid vibrations because of its beam mass (450 kilogrtims) and 
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its heavy payload (27,200 kilogr«ims). Similar examples of problems aire also reported 

in literature [63]. 

In contrast, a micro-arm [6] needs a counterbalaaice to suppress vibration due 

to fast motion. The link flexibility of manipulators must be taken into account in 

modeling and control. However, due to the complexity of deformation and the charac

teristics of distributed parameter systems, and also due to the reaJ-time requirement, 

modeling ajid control of flexible manipulators stiU remain major challenges in robotic 

research in general. 

Modeling efficiency of flexible manipulators: Flexible manipulators are 

distributed systems described by partial-differential equations, therefore, their dy

namic behavior is of infinite degrees of freedom [93]. From the perspective of control 

theory, it is impossible to design an infinite dimensional controller. The controlled 

plant must have a finite dimension, thereby requiring less significant terms in the 

model to be omitted. This causes model uncertainties since those terms generally 

are time-variable and system dependent. The boundary conditions set by tip-load, 

hub inertia, friction, rotatory inertia, and shear force also impact beam dynamics, 

which make the model implementation more complicated for the purpose of real-time 

control. 

Precise end-point motion control of flexible manipulators: In most 

cases, the control point is the beam tip, but for convenience in operation, the actuator 

is generally installed on the hub side, which creates a noncollocated control problem. 
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The payload conditions can have a substantial effect on the beam dyneimics. For 

example, a large tip-load will reduce the natural frequencies significantly. This strong 

dependency on the beam conditions governs the eflficiency of a controller. 

Interrelation and interdependency of subsystems of manipulator 

systems: The complexity of manipulator systems is also due to the interrelation 

and interdependency of their subsystems as in Fig. (1.1). 

Influence 

Driver System 

Control System 

KInematIo 

Measuring System 

Figure 1.1: Interrelation eind Interdependency of Subsystems of Manipulator Systems 

A manipulator system consists of different subsystems, which are: 

- a kinematic system, mainly related to the beam structure, 

- a control system, 

- a driver system, or actuator, 
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- a measuring system, or sensors. 

Some subsystems exert influence over others where«is some subsystems are only 

influenced by others, meaning that interdependency is hierarchical. The kinematics 

of a manipulator would obviously influence the driver system, the control system as 

well as the measuring system. In a similar way, the control system influences the 

design of the driver system and the measuring system whereas the driver system only 

influences the measuring system. 

If a flexible manipulator system can be designed taicing the interrelationships 

between subsystems into account while avoiding control-intensive or model-intensive 

work, the control and modeling problems will no longer be critical, thus improving 

productivity and reducing energy consumption. In a word, there is still a lot of room 

for improvement on flexible manipulator system design. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

If we consider these issues cind their interrelations from the perspective of 

system design and implementation, the following problem areas can be identified: 

• The tradeoff between the real-time control smd modeling efficiency. 

For real-time control applications, complicated dynamic models cannot be im

plemented. However, the model must be accurate enough to take controller 

efficiency into account, resulting in a more complicated model than necessary 

for general cases. As illustrated in Fig. (1.2) [1], a computed torque model 
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is used to obtain curve L The tracking is perfect when there is no model un

certainty, but the performance degrades as uncertainty increases. Finally, the 

system becomes unstable. When the robust controller based on a simplified 

model is used, the performance becomes worse as model uncertainty increases 

as shown by curve II. The eflSciency of modeling and the precision of control 

of flexible maxiipulators are contradictory and a compromise between them for 

real-time implementation is inevitable. 

Average Tracking Error 

I: Computed Torque Model 

11: Robust Control / Simplified Model 

Parameter Uncertainty 

Figure 1.2: The Effect of Model Uncertainty on Control Performance 

• The coupling effects between the controller design eind the modeling 

resulting from the interdependency of subsystems. Over the last decade, 

significant efforts have been put into the modeling or the control of flexible 

manipulators. Most researchers have addressed the coupling of the two issues 
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as irrelevant. Thus the coupling effects between these components have not 

been considered in the system design process. 

• Drawbacks of the traditional design approach. In traditional design, a 

manipulator linkage is designed first, followed by a driver system, a measuring 

system, and then a control system as in Fig. (1.3). As a result, this tradi

tional design scheme leads only to a locaJly optimal solution. The potential 

performance of a flexible manipulator is rarely fully realized. 

Mechanical Actuator Control 

System Sensor Design 

Traditional Design Local Optinnunfi 

Figure 1.3: TraditionaJ Design Procedure 

What considerations are required to design flexible manipulator systems that 

achieve the full potential performance? First, the model-intensive and/or control-

intensive approaches must be avoided to meet the real-time requirement. Second, 

the proposed method must take advantages of the coupling effects. And finally, a 
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better result must be obtained for the manipulator systems. A "Mechatronic Design 

Methodology" (MDM) to be described herein fits these requirements exactly. 

1.3 Contributions: Mechatronic Design Methodology 

For applications in manipulator systems, the MDM is a system optimization 

through the integration of actuator, controller, system dynamics and sensor specifi

cations. It has the following features, compared with traditional design approaches: 

Different methodology: As described above, the traditional design of the system 

results only in a local optimal performance as shown in Fig. (1.3). 

By contrast, Mechatronic design treats the mechanical, electrical, and control 

components of a flexible manipulator concurrently, instead of sequentially from the 

very beginning of the design process. This in turn results in better objective functions 

in the system. This new procedure is shown in Fig. (1.4). Objective functions can 

be comprised of the best beam motion, the least beajn mass, the least beam power 

consumption, or even combinations of these parameters required by some special per

spectives such as quadratic functions. 

Different direction: In order to make reaJ-time control feasible, most researchers 

simplify the beam model complexity by neglecting some less significant terms, such 

as shear force, rotary inertia, viscous and Coulomb friction or by linearizing at some 

particular operating point. High performance control system requirements usually 
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Mechanical 
System 

Mechatronic 
Design 

Electrical 
Electronic 

Control 
Theory 

Concurrent Design —  ̂

Figure 1.4: Mechatronic 

necessitate significant deviation from these normal values, thereby resulting in de

graded stability and performance. 

Mechatronic design focuses on system overall design instead of modeling or 

control. That is, the objective is to design a better manipulator system so its control 

problem and dynamics accuracy will not be very critical for its performance. In other 

words, the result from this mechatronic design is better than what is obtained from 

model-intensive work or control-intensive work. 

Global Optimum 

Design Procedure 
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To achieve such results, an analytic model is obtained by variational methods 

to obtain a concrete dynamic, while a state-space model is developed to describe the 

linearized model for the actual system. This yields a simplified state-space equation 

in which the geometric paxajneters of the beam are the variables of optimization. 

As a result of this methodology, extensive analyses of the concurrent design 

approaches based on LQR and formuleie and related dynamics are investigated 

after indicating model uncertainties, which result in cin improved solution for both 

the beam construction and the controller. The optimization results pertaining to 

the optimum shape and system performance index are discussed and compared to 

the corresponding uniform beam with various eissumed initial conditions. In a case 

study, the performance index for the uniform beam was reduced from 4342.569 in a 

traditional system to 4176.437 in an improved system. The results indicated that the 

mechatronic design system can improve productivity. Furthermore a dual problem 

can be solved because the beam mass can also be reduced to get the same performance 

for the optimal shape beam compared to the uniform beam, thus reducing the power 

consumption as well. 

1.4 Dissertation Organization 

Chapter 2 of this dissertation examines the previous work of optimum design 

and control in flexible manipulators. In Chapter 3, a pick-and-place manipulator-like 

system is considered. The model derivation proceeds step-by-step from calculation of 
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energies through a dynamic equation and constraints. Several representative formuleie 

axe given. Chapter 4 continues with an extensive analysis of the resonant frequencies 

and modal shapes developed for the governing equations. Chapter 5 discusses the 

segmentized model of flexible link, and a state space equation is formulated in which 

the beaxn geometric distribution is the variable. Several feasible output specifications 

axe presented. Chapter 6 investigates the mechatronic design based on the LQR for

mula. Regarding the concurrent optimum performance problem, a heuristic iterative 

prograxnming aJgorithm eind a global adaptive random searching algorithm are in

tegrated. In devising a practicable solution to this problem, structural constraints 

for the link geometries are introduced into the problem solving process. Numerical 

results pertaining to various test cases are presented. Chapter 7 is paxaJlel to Chapter 

6, where the controller is addressed, based on the state-space equation for the 

generalized plant derived from equations in Chapter 5. An controller is described 

that internally stabilizes the close-loop system, but minimizes all impacts from sys

tem uncertainties and disturbances. Chapter 7 concludes with responses for step-type 

disturbance and step input which were carried out to show the system robustness. 

Finally, Chapter 8 gives a system robustness analysis by means of a numerical com

putation approach from the perspective of system parameter variations. A discussion 

of research and conclusion are contained in Chapter 9 to end this dissertation, as well 

as suggestions for future work in the field of mechatronic design. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Research on Structural Optimal Design 

Since Timoshenko beam theory [93] [20] [46] was formulated, a great many 

specialized treatments of beam vibrations have been presented. The first approach 

was to design a beam which had a high first mode natural frequency. Niordson 

[62] demonstrated an iteration scheme to improve the fundamentai frequency. While 

Brach [12] formulated the moment-area relationship / = rpA'^ with p = 1,2,3 and 

Sheu [84] considered a non-transverse frequency method to do that. In 1973, Kari-

haloo and Niordson [41] demonstrated by analysis as did by Niordson in [62] that an 

optimal beam could increase the natural frequency up to 678%. 

Similar analysis and results of the determination of natural frequencies of a 

beam with varying thickness can be found in Chehil and Jategaonkar [18], Jate-

gaonkar and Chehil [38] and references therein. A review paper by Laura et al [45] 

has commented on the dynamic stiffening of beajns. Roy and Ganesan [78] conducted 

a series of studies on the amplitude of deflection and the dyneimic bending stress be

havior of cantilevers with varying thickness based on the responses corresponding to 

the first three natural frequencies. It was observed in all above studies that proper 

selection of thickness variation could reduce vibration amplitude considerably. 
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A number of papers investigated a beam constructed of multiple matericds for 

the purpose of increasing dynamic rigidity, and the results were the optimal shape 

and material length ratio. These early studies were conducted by Rivin [75] (1983), 

Rivin and Kang [76](1983) and Takeyama [90] (1984). Further work was undertaken 

by Khorrami and Umit Ozgoner [43], who successfully used a variational scheme to 

solve the optimum tapering of a cantilever. In 1983, Elwany ajid Barr [22] developed 

a method utilizing rectangular cross-section beams to maximize fundamental bending 

frequency. This was taken further by Liax) [50], who developed a generalized method 

for circular cross-section beams under flexural vibration which employed beams com

posed of two materials at different ends. All shapes and length ratios are outlined by 

a Two-Point Shooting algorithm devised by Robert and Shipman [77]. From another 

perspective, Ma and We [55] ajid Makowski [61] addressed place-grids methods for 

lightweight structures. 

.All show that proper selection of beami shape or/ajid beam material can in

crease beam natural frequency, thus the beam moves faster but experiences good 

damping behavior. 

2.2 Control of Flexible Manipulators 

Numerous papers have addressed the control of flexible manipulators. Initial 

studies concentrated on the state space model. Cannon and Schmitz [15] first investi

gated the Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller assuming that the states were 
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available. However, the states were not available, and they had to be reconstructed 

by optimal estimators. In 1993, Lin and Lewis [52] studied the Kalman filter for the 

estimation of the rigid and flexible modes for control purposes. Sakawa [81] applied a 

Linear Quadratic (LQ) control to track hub reference by damping the flexible modes. 

The states were obtained by means of an observer. Geniele et al [29] used an inner 

loop to stablize the flexible system ajid an outer loop to track the desired trajectory. 

Luca and Sicilino [53] defined two controllers to track the joint angle and one point 

along the arm respectively using input-output inversion. The same approach was 

used by Madhavan and Singh in their study [56]. They aiso used a sliding mode 

control to design a controller that could tolerate a wide range of uncertainties, thus 

enhancing the robustness in [57]. 

Other studies used the transfer function approach. Wang et al [111] used tip 

deflection as output and devised an output feedback based on passivity of the model's 

transfer function. Siciliano and Book decomposed the flexible manipulator dynamics 

into two subsystems: fast and slow systems, by applying singular perturbation theory. 

They showed that the fast system was linear, but that the slow one was nonlinear. 

Furthermore linear state controller and nonlinear controller were designed for the 

two systems respectively to track hub angle. Similar research was found in [3] by 

Aoustin and co-authors. Corrected slow and fast subsystems were used in [59] (1997) 

by MoaJlem, Khorasani and Patel. 
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Recently Gutierrez, et al [33] extended this approach by conducting a neuraJ 

network (NN) tracking controller. The outer NN proportional derivator (PD) track

ing loop was used to stabilize the fast mode, while the inner feedback loop was used to 

linearize the slow mode dynamics. The results were compared between PD and pro

portional integral derivative (PID). Leaz and Ozbay [47] derived the robust control for 

a flexible becim subjected to perturbations and delays by using H^o theory. Tchemy-

chev et al [91] (1997) developed a constrained H°° controller in which time-domain 

constraints axe treated directly without translation to frequency-domain. Zhu et al 

[118] (1997) investigated a backstepping approach for tip tracking by lumping the 

beam to spring-mass system to develop a robust controller in the presence of system 

disturbances/uncertainties. Jnifene and Fahim (1997) [39] dealt with non-minimum 

phase characteristics by introducing active damping into the system, and proposed a 

computed torque/delayed deflection approach. The torque was calculated from joint 

angle and a delayed deflection, while the delay time depended on the point where the 

deflection was measured. 

Ghanekar et al [30] examined the large robotic manipulator scaling laws for 

linear controllers by nondimensional groups, thus allowing a small-scaie prototype to 

be used to perform the design work. Liang et al [49] (1998) discussed the problem 

of a free floating space maiiipulator, and mapped it to a conventional, fixed-base 

manipulator. This ailowed well-understood methods to be used to build the manipu

lator system. Simulation work was aJso presented, cis Tang and Lu [94] used a video 
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system to estimate modai shapes and vibration states. Str«iin gauges were used by 

Fukuda in [28], and by Hastings in [36] to measure the deflection. Photosensors were 

also used for detecting the displacement in [15] [96] [89]. Chalhoub, et al used an 

acceierometer to measure the beam vibration in [17]. The state of vibration could be 

obtained indirectly by combining some strain gauges and/ or displacement in [88] by 

Sundararajan and co-authors. 

These studies did control-intensive work to improve beam performance. But 

they ignored the impact applied from the beam mechanic shape. The couplings be

tween the controller and construction was not considered in the design. The resulting 

system was only local optimal. 

2.3 Shape Optimization of Flexible Manipulators 

Recently researches on flexible manipulators have increased dramatically since 

flexible beams move faster and consume less energy. One of the first papers on 

optimal shape for flexible manipulators is [41] by KarihaJoo and Niordson. Extensive 

studies in optimal shape design have been conducted recently by Wang's group. 

Wang (1991) [97] simplified substantially the scheme presented in [41]. In 1991, this 

group [98] examined the external fundamental frequencies and developed an iterative 

scheme, producing the first one-link optimum manipulator shape. It was shown 

that by the proper selection of hub, the optimal link could improve the first naturail 

frequency by 600%. Wang and Guan (1992) [99] showed that the effects from rotatory 
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inertia and shear force are very small and neglectable on the effect of tip-load on the 

fimdamentaJ frequencies using modal shape approach. A minimum weight design of 

flexible manipulators was developed by Wang and Russell (1992, 1993) [100] [102]. In 

1995, they constructed a scheme under constraints of total beam weight [103]. In that 

yeax, they also investigated a new approach [106], the segmentized scheme of optimal 

design, which treats the flexible beam as a collection of small lengths of rigid becim 

constrained by each other's interfacial conditions. The new technique converts the 

optimal shape design problem into a matrix determinant problem. A great number 

of details pertaining to this can be found in [80]. It shows an increase of 625% in 

frequency and a reduction of 48.59% in mass due to optimal shape design. In 1996, a 

new computing method for optimum mass and rigidity distribution was formulated 

by Wang, Zhou and Lever (1996) [105] for a flexible manipulator with a tip-load. 

The robustness with respect to design specification and appropriate constraints Weis 

considered. Practical issues were addressed also. 

These studies focused on open-loop design, that is, they only concerned the 

beam mechanic construction. From these studies, proper design the flexible beam 

shape can make it suffering less vibration. But in reality, all manipulators must be 

in closed-loop to get high performance, how to design the flexible beam shape from 

the control perspective still remains a challenge. 
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2.4 Recent Trends 

Recently, well-behaved flexible manipulators for the purpose of control design 

from the perspective of plant chaxacteristic have been pursued through system opti

mization. This method was discussed in the field of flexible spacecrafts cis described 

early in [35]. The same philosophy has been applied to flexible manipulators [2] [66]. 

Lim [51] (1987) developed robustness optimization of structural ajid controller pa

rameters, in which three different cost functions were optimized. Miller and Shim 

[58] (1987) minimized the structural mass and system energy using a gradient search 

method to suppress structural vibration. Moallem, Patel and Khorasani [60] (1998) 

investigated optimization based on the sensitivity of system eigenvalues. In these 

papers, beam shear force ajid inertia moment were neglected with simplified bound

ary conditions. Wang and Zhou (1995) [110], Zhou et al (1996) [116] formulated 

various optimizations for link shape problems with explicit objective functions based 

on closed transfer functions. Zhou, Wang ajid Lever (1998) [117] conducted an op

timal construction and control integration algorithm based on segmentized solution. 

This study shows a new research direction for system optimization to design overall 

system, not only designing a controller or beam shape. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DYNAMICS OF FLEXIBLE MANIPULATORS 

In this chapter, the model for flexible manipulators is defined and employed in 

a derivation of variational methods based on the calculation of energies. The dynamic 

equations with all boundary conditions are derived and utilized to specify the state-

space equations. Several representations of dynamic equations are presented. 

3.1 Model of Flexible Manipulators 

The flexible manipulator system is illustrated as Fig. (3.1). The hub has a 

rotational inertia //,. The link length is L. The tip load Mp, has a moment of inertia 

/p. A torque r is actuated to the link at the hub side. In order to model the motion 

of the manipulator, three coordinates axe applied here as: 

1. stationary coordinates; 

2. (.Yi, ?'i), link coordinates, Xi is the neutral axis of the link; 

3. (.Y2,y2), tip load coordinates. 

The angular displacement of the link ajcis Xx is 6 ,  which is measured from the coordi

nates frame (lo, yo) as shown in the figure. The transverse displacement of the link 

from its equilibrium position, or the distance from the point at the neutral axis of the 
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beam to xi is w, which of course is the function of xi and time t .  The center of the 

tip mciss Mp in (x2»y2) frame is (oc, 6c). The result of applying the three coordinates 

is, 

pds, 

Oc =  -  ff  px2ds ,  6c = - f f  py2ds  (3.1) 
fi JJs fi JJa 

where p and s are the mass density ajid domain occupied by the tip load respectively. 

Tip Load Closeup 

X2 

Xq 

Neutral Axis of Link 

w 

XQ 

Figure 3.1: Flexible Manipulator Mode 

The Euler-Bernoulli beam theory [93] is employed to model the system. All 

normal assumptions axe implied. These include the entire transverse section of the 
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beam remaining planar, the joint being assumed to be a symmetric object in xy plane, 

on the gravitational field being in the 2 direction. The rotatory inertia is considered 

in order to improve the modeling accuracy. This requires that the difference of the 

velocity of every point on a cross section of the beaxn is taken into account. 

From all these assumptions, we have, 

V{xi,t) = xiOw{xi,t),  (3.2) 

where V{xi,t) is the total displacement along the beam spatiai coordinate. -A.lso we 

have, 

xo = xi cos 0 — ty sin0, yo =-ti sin0 + zircos^, (3.3) 

and the tip load coordinates are, 

XQ = Lcos 0 — iy(Z, () sin0 + X2 cosdc — 1/2 sin 5/;,, (3.4) 

yo =  Lsind +  w{L,  t )  cos 9 +  X2 sin Ol + y2 cos 9^,  (3.5) 

where 9^ = 9 -ha{L), and oi{L) = for a smail deformation. The velocity of the 

beam with respect to the base frame is, 

v ^ { x i , t )  =  { x i 9 ( 3 . 6 )  

where () = d{) ld t .  

3.2 Calculation of Energies 

Energy balance of a flexible manipulator requires, 

T -^W -  P =  (3.7) 
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where T is the system total kinetic energy, W is the work done by external force, and 

P is the system toted potential energy. 

The kinetic energy of the system is represented as follows, 

r = T/ i  + Ti + Tp. (3.8) 

where 7/, is the hub kinetic energy, Tb is the link kinetic energy, Tp is the tip load 

kinetic energy. Th is specified as, 

n = (3.9) 

If we consider the beajn kinetics due to two contributions, (i) link velocity and (ii) 

the effect of the rotatory inertia, then, 

Tb = ̂ J^ [v^{xi,t) + S{w'{xi,t) + 9)^]pdx (3.10) 

where v{xi,t) is the velocity of a point at the neutral axis, S = ̂  is the parameter 

characterizing the effect of rotatory inertia, A is the area of beam cross section, and 

p is the mass density per unit length of the link, () '  = d{)/dx. 

After substituting Eq. (3.6) for Eq. (3.10) and dropping off high order term 

{wOy, we have, 

^6 = ̂ /  [ixi9 + w)^ + S{w'+ 9)'^]pdxi. (3.11) 
Z  J o  

The kinetics of the tip load is, 

= \ JIplvlU^, (3.12) 
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where is the tip load mass density per unit eirea and v g  is the velocity of a point 

on the cross section of tip load to the base frame. 

Using Eq. (3.5) and vi} = io + VOIL, after omitting higher order terms, 

Tp = + w\LY + \jp{e + w'\Lf + M^a^{e + w'\L){Le + ^U). (3.i3) 

The strain energy of the link, 

^ = EIw"[xutfdxi,  (3.14) 

where E is the Young's Modulus of Elasticity cind I is the transverse moment of 

inertia and EI is known as bending rigidity of the link. 

Work done by external force applied to the system by an actuator is, 

W =  T0 .  (3.15) 

3.3 Derivations Based on Variational Methods 

In the derivative of dynajnics of the flexible link, the Hamiltonian Principle is 

applied. First, the variationai method is applied to Eq. (3.9), Eq. (3.11), Eq. (3.13) 

- Eq. (3.15). After dropping off high order terms, they become, 

STh = hm, (3.16) 

6Tb =  f  aiSOdx + [ a^Swdx + czSw I l  — a^Swlo, (3.17) 
J o  J o  

STp = bi66 + (3.18) 

6P = CiSw'l^ -  C[Sw\^ + C'[Swdx, (3.19) 
J o  

SW = TS0. (3.20) 
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where, 

a x  =  [ x i { x i O  +  m )  H -  5 ( 1 4 7 '  H -  d ) ] p ,  

a 2  =  [ { x x 9 w )  —  S [ v ^ - { •  9 ) ' ] p ,  

03 =  S { v /  +  6 ) p - ,  

= MpL{eL + li;) + Jpi0 + u/) + MpLa^{e + or') + MpadLO + 

62 = MpOcie + w') + Mp{L0 + 

63 = Jp{0 + w') + MpQc^OL + U?)!!,, 

C\ = EIw"{x, i).  

In order to employ the Hamiltonian Extended Principle [40], the variational 

calculus for above Eq. (3.16) is calculated as, 

SThdt = - r hesddt = -  r  h960dt. (3.21) 
Jto J to 

In the same way, Eq. (3.17) - Eq. (3.20) axe, 

f  STfidt = — f '  di69dt — [ '  f d26wdxdt + 
Jto Jto Jto Jo 

—  [  d z 6 w { L , t ) d t [  d 3 6 w { 0 , t ) d t ,  (3.22) 
Jto Jto 

f  STpdt = — f b\60dt — f ^ ^8w{L,t)dt — f ^Sw'{L,t)dt,  (3.23) 
Jto Jto J to Jto 

8Pdt = C\C:\Hw' -  C[\^8w + r  C'\8wdx)dt{L), (3.24) 
Jto Jto J to Jo 

r  SWdt = r  TS9dt. (3.25) 
Jto Jto 

The Hamiltoniaji Extended Principle is, 

S P\T+W-P)dt=:0, (3.26) 
Jto 
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or 

r\6T + 6W- 8P)dt = 0. (3.27) 
J to  

Substituting Eq. (3.21) - Eq. (3.25) into Eq. (3.26), we have, 

r{[-he -  ai -  6: + T]6e + [is -  Ci'(0)](5ti;(0, t)  
J to  

+[^3 - C[{L, t) + l , \8w{L, 0 - fe + Cx(Z, t)]6w'{L, t)  

+ r  Ci{0)Sw'{0)dt + [ f^{-a2 -  C[')dx ] 8 w { x ,  t ) } d t  = 0. (3.28) 
•'^0 •'0 

Since 8w{Q^t) = 0, and 86,8w{L^t),8w{x,t) cire arbitrary, each coefficient in these 

brackets must be equal to zero. They individually result in, 

f^i-a2-C[')dx = 0, (3.29) 
J o  

- I h 9 - a i i 0 , t ) - b ^ { Q , t )  +  T  =  0 ,  (3.30) 

d 3 { L , t ) - C [ { L , t )  + b2{L,t) =0, (3.31) 

-k{L,t)-Ci{L,t) = 0. (3.32) 

From beam theory, Eq. (3.29) is the same as, 

02 + c'/ = 0, (3.33) 

that is, 

^{pix0 +  w)-  [S{w'  +  0)]'} + {Elw'y  = 0, (3.34) 

which is the beam governing equation. 
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From Eq. (3.30), after a long substitution process eind dropping off less signif

icant terms, it is approximately in the form of, 

T =  I j -  E I w " { Q ,  t ) ,  (3.35) 

which is the torque balance of the beam at the hub side. 

From Eq. (3.31), we have, 

+1^;) + + u;')] + ̂ [PS{W' + ̂ )] -  [EIW"]'\L = 0. (3.36) 
at at 

This is the bending moment balance equation at the intersection between the beam 

tip and the tip load. 

And Eq. (3.32) becomes, 

^\MPAC{9L + W) + JP{9 + u;')] + EIW"\L = 0, (3.37) 
at 

which is the shearing force requirement applied to the intersection. 

We notice 

u;(0,O=0, (3.38) 

U7'(0,0 = 0. (3.39) 

From the above derivation, the results of the dynamic equations and boundary 

conditions, in terms of displacement are, 

[EIw"{xi,t)Y ->r p{xi){xi9 + w - [5(14;' + 0)]'} = 0, (3.40) 

T = hd- £;/(0)u;"(0, t) ,  (3.41) 
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u;(0,f)=0. u;'(0,O=0, (3.42) 

^\M,ieL + u;) + M ,A ,{e + u; ')] + TAP^{W' + 9)] - [EIW"]'\L = 0, (3.43) 
at at 

EI[L)w"{L, t) + Jp{w' + 0) + Mj,a^[L9 + w{L, f)] = 0. (3.44) 

The above governing equations can be rewritten as functions of total displacement 

V, 

[EIV"{x,,t)]"  ̂  p{xi)V{xut) -  p{xi[SV{xut)'] '  = 0, (3.45) 

T =  h e -  E I { Q ) V " { Q ,  t ) ,  (3.46) 

K(0,O=0, K'(0,O = ^, (3.47) 

-M^[V{L,t) + a,V'[L,t)]- pSV'{L,t) + [EI{L)V"(L,t)\ '  = 0, (3.48) 

EI{L)V"iL, t) + JpV'iL, t)  + Mpa,V{L, t) = 0. (3.49) 

Eq. (3.48) cind Eq. (3.49) are the shearing force balance and the bending moment 

balance at the cross section of the tip load and the link, respectively. 

3.4 System Equations 

In order to obtain the system equations in the frequency domain and to prepare 

for information comprising the next chapters, the haxmonic vibration equations and 

the normalized system equations axe obtained. From last section, supposing the link 

undergoes (x, y) harmonic vibration, the total displacement can be separable and the 

angular displacement of the link is, 

V(xi,f) = V(xi)sin(a;<), 5 sin(a;i), (3.50) 
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where UJ is the vibration frequency. Applying above equations to Eq. (3.47), we now 

get V'{Q) = OQ. It will be applied to the following torque equations. Eq. (3.45) Eq. 

(3.46) can be written as, 

[D(xi)V''(xi)r -  p(xi)u:'V(xi)+u;'[p(xi)SV(xr)r = 0, (3.51) 

r = hc^^V(O) + n(0)V"(0), (3.52) 

with the boundary conditions, 

1/(0) = 0, V'(0) = 0, (3.53) 

iVI,u;'[V(L) + a,V'(L)] + pSu'^V'iL) + [D{L)V"{L)\ = 0, (3.54) 

-D{L)V"{L) + IJ^'^V\L) + M^A^^V{L) = 0. 

where D = EI. 

If we normalize the link axis coordinate and let variable ^ = Xi/L, then, 

iii - iiO i!0 _ _L^ n<f<i 
DXI ~ L DIK ~ ^ ̂  ^ 

the vibration equations are, 

Wi)V"m" - pLWV(() + L-'ySV^m' = 0 (3.55) 

hL'^'V'(O) + D(0)K(0)" = r (3.56) 

with boundary conditions, 

V^(0) = 0, l^'(O) = 0, (3.57) 

n(l)V"(l) -  /pXu;V(l) - Mpaci^W(l) = 0, (3.58) 

[I>(1)K"(1)]' + AfpL3a;V(l) + MpOcL'^uj'^V'il) - L^pSV(0' = 0 (3.59) 
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For the sake of numerical computation in the finite difference method [117], we 

now proceed to nondimensionalize the governing differential equations (Eq. (3.45)-

Eq. (3.46)) of the flexible link eind the boundary conditions (Eq. (3.47)-Eq. (3.49)), 

by further introducing the whole set of reference quantities for the vaxiables and 

parameters as follows. 

,  _ X _ toiH 2 _ _v 
^ — r 1 ^new — • C — — , ~(q) — f 1 (3.60) 

IJ C ^0 ^ 

''(«) =-oT"- <«) = -75-. (3-61) 

Jp .  /„ ens 
^ ~ M o '  

where MQ and Do are nominal values of beam mass and bending rigidity respectively. 

In terms of these new functions, variables, and parameters, the dynamic equa

tions can be rewritten as follows. 

{^z")"-[aSz')'-^az = 0, (3.63) 

TL 

~Do''  
le-mm" = (3.64) 

with boundary conditions being, 

5(0) = 0, z'  = 9- (3.65) 

^(1)5"(1) -f- /ci'(l) Ca'sCI) = 0, (3.66) 

- aSi'(l) = ;,[2(1) + C?(l)|. (3.67) 

A prime now indicates the differentiation with respect to coordinate ajid a dot now 

indicates the differentiation with respect to time tnew-
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In next chapter, system natural frequencies eind associated modcd shapes will 

be obtained based on these dyneimic equations. These modai shapes will be used to 

calculate the system state space equations for the mechatronic design. 
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CHAPTER 4 

NATURAL FREQUENCIES AND MODAL SHAPES 

In this chapter, we focus on determining the natural frequencies tind their 

associated modal shapes to achieve the state space equation which will be addressed 

in next chapter. Since modcd shapes provide the basis for a state space calculating 

system, these frequencies and their modal shapes will be extracted from a uniform 

beam. 

Cleissical analytic techniques can be employed to derive the resonant frequen

cies and the modal shapes. The most useful technique is the separability of the modaJ 

shape, which is a function of only a spatial variable, from the time-vaxying amplitude 

of the modal shape, which is a function of time. The admissible modal functions will 

then satisfy the governing equation Eq. (.3.45). After taking the assumed form of the 

solution eind substituting them for the beajn boundary conditions Eq. ( 3.46) - Eq. 

(3.49) listed in Chapter 3, four simultaneous equations are the obvious results and 

are applicable to the natural frequencies ajid their modal shapes. 

4.1 Modal Determinant 

For uniform flexible manipulators, the governing equation of Eq. (3.45) is, 

EIV"" - pSV" + /)K = 0. (4.1) 
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Assuming that the beam undergoes harmonic vibrations, that is, V{x,t) = 

where ^(x) is called the modal shape or eigenfunction and q{t) is the time-varying 

amplitude of the mode shape, the admissible function is, 

q{t) = C\ sin(ujt) + C2 cos(u;<), (4.2) 

where LJ is the resonant frequency of the system. 

.A.pplying Eq. (4.2) to Eq. (4.1), we have, 

EIip"" + pSu^x/;" - = 0. (4.3) 

It is obvious that the eigenvalues of this equation are, 

Ai,2 = ±Q!, A3,4 = (4.4) 

where a = /» = T = + iEIpu'.  

The complementary solution for the Eq. ( 4.3) is, 

0(x) = A cosh ax + B sinh ax + C cos + D sin /^z, (4.5) 

which is the modal shape or eigenfunction. This assumed solution must meet the 

constraints Eq. (3.46) - Eq. (3.49), which are, in terms of above coefficients, 

A + C = 0, (4.6) 

Ela'^A + - EI0^C + huPctxD = 0, (4.7) 

aiA + a2B + a^C + = 0, (4-8) 

0xA + 02B + = 0, (4.9) 
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where 

til = MpU)^ cosh aL + {pSur^ + acMpU}^)ot sinh aL + Ela^ sinh al, 

02 = MpUJ^ sinh aL + {pSuP' + acMpOJ^)a cosh aL + Ela^ cosh /?/, 

03 = Mpui^ cos 0L — {pSijj^ + acMpijj^)l3cos  ̂ L + EIsin 

04 = MpUj^ sin 0L + {pSu}^ + acMpU}^)^ cosh. l3L — EI0^ cos 01, 

01 = Ela^ cosh aL — JpuPa sinh aL — MpUcUJ^ cosh aL, 

02 = Ela^ sinh aL — JpUi^a cosh aL — MpOcUJ^ sinh al, 

03 = —EI0'^ cos 0L + JpUj^0 sin 0L — Mpa^w^ cos 01, 

04 = —EI0'^ s\n0L — Jpuj^0 cos 0L — Mpa^J^ sin 01. 

The matrix form of Eq. (4.6) - Eq. (4.9) is. 

1 0 1 0 A 

Ela^ IhU}^a -EI0^ lh'^''0 B 

cci OC2 Q3 OCA C 

01 02 03 04 D 

The natural frequencies are obtained by solving the determinant equal to zero. 

4.2 Modal Frequencies and Modal Shapes 

For a given material ajid parameters of a beam cis in Table 4.1, 

Table 4.1: Parameters of Uniform Beam. 

E  I  L  P  M  M p  J p  flc I k  

1.0 10.0 1.0 1.0 10.0 1.0 0.5 0.1 5.0 
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if we set A = 1, then C = —1. Eq. (4.10) is redundant, and for each frequencies, it 

becomes, 

02 Q4 B Qs — Qi 
t • 

D 03 — 01 

By solving this, D are obtained. After normaiized the eigenfunction to meet 

rL 

/  p { x f d x  = 1, (4.12) 
J o  

the coeflBcients are obtained with their frequencies as shown in Table 4.2. 

Actually, the number of modal shapes is infinite, because of the distributed 

parameter beam system. Only the first ten modal shapes and their frequencies are 

listed for calculating state-space equation in next chapter. Generally speaking, the 

more modal shapes involved in the system, the more complicated the system model 

wiU be. According to Hasting (1987) [36] and Hughes [37], the first two modes have 

a greater influence on the model accuracy than the higher order modes. For typical 

applications, the higher order must be truncated to meet the computation time. 

Also ,  many  fac to r s  impac t  the  moda l  shape ,  inc lud ing  hub  pos i t ion .  Gen ie le  e t  a l  

[29] showed that this affects the actual modal shape since Coulomb firiction coefficients 

are related to hub position. The first ten modal shapes are plotted as in Fig. (4.1) -

Fig. (4.10). Conventionally, the horizontal eixis is the spatial coordinator, while the 

vertical is the amplitude meter. From them, it is obvious that if the high order modal 

shapes are not taJcen into account, the high frequency terms in the system dynamics 
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axe dropped off. In later chapters, these terms axe treated tis model uncertainties in 

the controller design. 

Table 4.2: Modal Frequencies and Coefficients of Modal Shapes. 

Mode Frequency A B C D 

I 2.1925 1.2550 -0.9898 -1.2550 0.1652 

2 11.7525 1.1383 -1.1977 -1.1383 0.6655 

.3 52.3515 0.7134 -0.3563 -0.7134 -0.0022 

4 114.7315 1.3788 -1.9441 -1.3788 0.3466 

5 218.4795 0.6135 -0.2488 -0.6135 -0.0045 

6 336.5055 1.2830 -1.9606 -1.2830 0.1882 

7 497.3505 0.5965 -0.2294 -0.5965 -0.0031 

8 671.0485 1.2464 -1.9514 -1.2464 0.1290 

9 888.0655 0.5906 -0.2226 -0.5906 -0.0023 

10 1117.5115 1.2301 -1.9457 -1.2301 0.0985 

In theory, the fundamental frequency for a rigid manipulator is infinitely laxge, 

therefore it can move fast without vibration. Because of beam flexibility, the resonant 

frequency is dramaticly reduced ( the first one is 2.1925 rad/sec here). This means 

that it has to move slowly to experience small vibrations under normal operation. In 

later chapters, we will design and control the flexible beam to achieve better results. 

But first let's get a state-space model by using these modaJ shapes. 
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Figure 4.1: The First Modal Shape 
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Figure 4.2: The Second Modal Shape 
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Figure 4.3: The Third Modal Shape 
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Figure 4.4: The Fourth Modal Shape 
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Figure 4.5: The Fifth Modal Shape 
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Figure 4.6: The Sixth Modal Shape 
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Figure 4.7: The Seventh Modal Shape 
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Figure 4.8: The Eighth Modal Shape 
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Figure 4.9: The Ninth Modal Shape 
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Figure 4.10: The Tenth Modai Shape 
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CHAPTER 5 

A FINITE DIMENSIONAL MODEL OF FLEXIBLE 

MANIPULATORS 

The dynamics of a flexible manipulator system are described by an infinite-

dimensionaJ mathematical model, since the model consists of partial differential equa

tions. From Chapter 4, we know that the number of modal shapes and frequencies 

of a flexible manipulator is infinite. But to design a finite-dimensional controller, a 

finite-dimensional system model is needed. To achieve this goal, a finite dimensional 

approximation needs to be used to model a flexible manipulator, that is, to retain 

a finite number of modes, and to drop off the other, less significant modes based on 

the requirements of the controller. Generally speaking, the proper selection of modes 

and the number of modes required are unknown. Fortunately, many previous studies 

such as [37] have shown that those modes associated with lower natural frequencies 

are the most significant modes. In this chapter, this track will be followed in order to 

build a 2(^V + l)-dimensional state-space representation from an N-mode for a flexible 

manipulator. Furthermore, the overall system equations will be addressed by inte

grating the beam dynamics with the actuator dyncimics. The output specifications 

for feedback controller are eJso discussed at the end of this chapter. 
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The N-mode expansion for the displacement w(x, t)  can be given by, 

N 
w{x, 0 = 51 Mx)qi{t). (5.1) 

1=1 

The separability in this case refers to describing the displacement as a series of terms 

which axe products of two separate functions, each of that is a function of a single 

variable, a spatial variable i, and time respectively. is the zth modal shape, 

or eigenfunction. qi is the corresponded generalized modal coordinate describing the 

flexible deformation. 

There are two ways to develop the 2(7V+ l)-dimensional state space. The first 

one is to substitute Eq. (5.1) for Eq. (3.40), Eq. (3.41), then multiply the resulted 

equations by ^j{x) and integrate over the spatial domain [0, L\ followed by applying 

the orthogonality property of the modaJ shapes to get second order ordinary difFer-

entiai equations with N + 1 dimensions. The state variables are 0,9,(1 < i < N) 

and their first order differentials. The accuracy of this approach is bounded by the 

accuracy of the given partial differential model, since lineaxization and truncation 

methods cire already applied to get a concrete, operable model. Thus the state space 

model would inherit all these model's errors. 

The other scheme in developing a mathematical model is to use the Lagrangiaxi 

method or Hamiltonian's Principle to the total kinetic energy, total potential energy 

tind virtual work done by the torque actuated to the joint. This method will not 

introduce extra errors into system. This is the procedure which will be used to 

obtain the state-space model for a flexible manipulator suggested in this dissertation. 
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5.1 State-Space Equations of Flexible Manipulators 

In this model, the hub kinetics is rewritten as, 

= + (5.2) 

After applying Eq. (5.1) into Eq. (5.2), 

N N 

n = (5-3) 
- ,=i j=i 

In the same way, the kinetics of the tip load is, 

Tp = \M„(eL + w(i, t ) ) '  +  i Jp(tf + ij(i, ()')' + + w(L, + "(i. ')K5.4) 

T, = (s.s) 

which is the same as, 

iV ,  s  s 
E?r2(i) + 5Zi; 
«=l - t=l j=i 

where, 

Fi = (iV/pl2 + jp + -IMpLac), 

r2{i) = {Jp + M^La,)ri;l{L) + (L + a,)M„il;i{L). 

= Jpil^KLWjiL) + M^ML)^j{L)+2a,M,il; ' ,{L)i;j{L). 

The kinetic energy of the link, 

Tl  =  ̂  h i x e  +  w)2 +  S { u '  +  9 f ] p d x  (5.6) 
2  J o  

is equaJ to, 

TL = iA.S^ + fl i; ?iA,(i) + i i; i; y). (5.7) 
^ »=1 t=l J=1 
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where 

= fo(^^ +  S )pdx, 

^2(1) = fo[xt^i(x) + ST/;'i(x)]pdx, 

A3(^ j) = + Sil><(x)i/; ' j(x)Jpdx. 

S is the function of cross section area of the link. The total potential energy is 

P = i  jT EI{x)w^{x)"dx = ̂  ̂  j)'  (5-8) 

where k{i,j) = JQ EI{x)ip"i{x)rl;"j{x)dx. 

The generalized virtual work is derived as, 

N 

W = ry'(0, t)  = TO + TUJ '{0, t)  = TO + R'^ tl}\{Q)QI{ t ) .  (5.9) 
«=i 

In order to apply the Hamiltoniaji Principle, let us substitute Eq. (5.3, 5.5, 

5.7, 5.8, 5.9) for the following formula and group it in terms of 0, (5qr,-, and their 

derivatives, 

I ^ 
H = + Ta + Tp - P + VF = -^1^2 ^ 0 ̂  •) 

1=1 
, iV jV iV Y N N 

+ + + 9 (5-10) 
- 1=1 j=l ,=:1 - ,=X j=l 

where 

= /fc + Ti + Ai, 

Q2 = 1^2(0 + ^2(2), 

= h^iiOWjiO) + TsiiJ) + A3(?,i), 
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After applying the Hamiltonian method, we obtain, 

/V N 

SE = Qiise + Y,  ̂2{i)qiS9 + ̂  Z! 
i=l t=l 

+ + r (5.11) 
«=l j=X 1=1 1=1 j=l 

since, 

///  mdt = 68e\\i^ -  /// = -  /// <9<50rff.  

In the same way, we have, 

/// qiSUt = - /// qiSedt, /// = - /// 

/t? qiSqidt.  

The Hamilton Extended Principle results in, 

N 

r 8Edt = rn-ilio - y; 9.^2(0 + r]se 
Jto Jto ^  

+ + ̂ ^qjHi,j) -  '^^^'i(0)]8qi}di = 0. (5.12) 
f=i 1=1 j=i 1=1 j=i »=i 

These coeflBcients of S0, Sqi, 1 < i < N must be zero, that is, 

N 

QiO+ ^qifl2{i) — T = 0, (5.13) 
1=1 
iV iV 

-fln2(i) - X) - X) + ripiiO) = 0, 0<i< N (5.14) 
i=i j=i 

or in matrix form, they cire, 

Mx + Kx = br, (5.15) 

where, 

^ [^1 q\iq2i qSi • • • •> 9A'^](N'+1,1)' ^ [^' ̂ 1(^)1 02(®)' • • • » ^A''(^)](Ar+l,l)> 
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M = 

fii ^2(1) ^2(2) . n^iN) 

«2(1) n^ihl) ^3(1,2) . 

n2{N) QsiN^l)  QziN,2)  .  ^l2{N,N) 

K = 

0 0 0 

0 ib(l,l) )fc(l,2) . k i U N )  

0 k { N A )  k ( N , 2 )  .  k { N , N )  

As has been shown, f l s i h j )  = O? H ^ i j )  =  k { j , i ) ,  thus the matrices M, A' 

are symmetric and named mass and rigidity matrices respectively. 

Next, the actuator dynamics need to be incorporated into the link system. It 

is assumed that the arm is driven by a permanent magnet DC-motor. Therefore, the 

actuator dynamics can be described as. 

—Jm& ~ {Bjn + 
KbKr 

R 
-)e + 

R 
•Vc = r. (5.16) 

where Jm is the actuator inertia, B-m the friction coefficient. Km the torque constant, 

A'ft the back emf constant, R the armature resistance, and 5, Vc the hub rotation 

and armature voltage, respectively. In general, all motor circuit peirajneters can be 
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considered as design variables. The overall state vciriable is defined as. 

9 = (5.17) 

Combining Eq. (5.15) with Eq. (5.16), we present the overall system state 

space equations as, 

q = Aq-k-  Bu,  u  = Vc 

where 

(5.18) 

0 / 0 
A = B = 

-M'^K -M~^B 1 

and 

Ji = ^ = (Bm+^^)6ei, D = b^, ej = i o ... 0 
J Ixn 

A is the function of beam construction, thus any changes in beam mechanical shape 

will result in a different A, which provides the basis for simultaneously optimal con

struction and control based on the mechatronic formulation discussed early. 

5.2 Output Specifications 

As can be seen from the system state-space equations, the state vector consists 

of 6, the genercilized modal coordinates 9,-, and their first order derivatives. So all 

controllers based on the state feedback axe indirect, which means that the states 

need to be predicted. This will trade off with computation time and bring one more 
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inaccuracy into a closed-loop, cutoff closed-loop bandwidth. This presents hindrances 

to reai-time processing and high motion speed. Output feedback takes precedence 

over state space feedback cis far cis the mechatronic approach and objectives of this 

dissertation axe concerned. 

Tip deflection output, which is. 

/V 

y = w{L,  0  = = 
1=1 

(5.19) 0 ri^2{L) ... r/^N{L) 0 

where is the ith eigenfunction, Oix(n+i) is zero vector. A CCD camera clipped on 

the hub caji be used to measure the output such as [94]. 

The tip position output is, 

N 

y = v{L, t )  = L0 + Y,  i \{L)qi  = 
»=i 

L 0i(Z,) . . .  tpN^L) 0 

These two strategies are noncollocated control. 

9, (5.20) 

The hub tangent angle output is, 

N 

E 
i=l 

A potentiometer may be used for measuring 0. this is collocated control. 

«/ = 0 = ^ = 
I 0i(O) ^2(0) ••• 0;sr(O) 0 (5.21) 

Combining Eq. (5.21) with Eq. (5.22) or/and Eq. (5.23) results in hybrid 

control. 

In this mechatronic design, output feedback may be one of above three out

puts, or the mixture, such as, 

y = Cq = 
w{L, t )  

v \L, t )  

(5.22) 
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where 

C = 
0 ^i(Z-) 4}2{L) ... V'iv(^) 0 

1 01(0) ^^^(0) ... 0;^(o) 0 

The corresponding state-variable equations are, 

q= Aq + bu,  y  = Cq.  (5.23) 

These output feedbacks will be used in control design in the later chapters to show 

the improvement of the suggested mechatronic approach and to maJce comparison 

between them. 

5.3 Numerical Example: State-Space Model for a Uniform Beam 

For a uniform beam, if the first four modal shapes are chosen for system model 

development, these matrices in Eq. (5.15) are. 

M = 

25.9488 7.6017 25.2215 10.6770 5.7002 

7.6017 14.9599 2.0715 -23.2634 -7.4223 

25.2215 2.0715 55.8251 55.3095 -60.8994 

10.6770 -23.2634 55.3095 261.5816 -46.5147 

5.7002 -7.4223 -60.8994 -46.5147 644.4792 
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K = 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 91.40 47.82 43.47 0.74 

0 47.82 787.52 680.23 -413.40 

0 43.47 680.23 10723.27 -2107.19 

0 0.74 -413.40 -2107.19 53297.74 

6 = 
T 

1.0000 -0.9951 0.1654 -0.7646 0.1567 

The eigenvaiues of the Eq. (5.15) axe 

0 0 ±11.2297i ±7.9028i ±5.242h' ±2.4698i 

After combining the beajn dynamics Eq. (5.15) with the motor equation Eq. 

(5.16), the matrices in state-space model Eq. (5.18) with feedback Eq. (5.21) and Eq. 

(5.19) are, 
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0 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0.48 

0 

0 

2.97 

0 

0 

0.22 

0 

1.0 0 0 0 0 

0 1.0 0 0 0 

0 0 1.0 0 0 

0 0 0 1.0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1.0 

23.60 -0.042 0 0 0 0 

0 -3.0200 27.3021 -103.013 212.363 0.047 0 0 0 0 

0 -0.9238 -22.060 55.465 -158.593 0.015 0 0 0 0 

0 -0.1241 5.2126 -61.303 50.981 0.004 0 0 0 0 

0 -0.1439 -0.8249 2.8944 -92.135 0.003 0 0 0 0 

T 

0 0 0 0 0 0.0014 -0.0016 -0.00051 -0.00013 -0.00087 

1.0000 -0.9951 0.1654 -0.7646 0.1567 0 0 0 0 0 

-0.6803 -0.6590 1.4726 -1.2781 0 0 0 0 0 

The eigenvaiues of the Eq. (5.18) axe 

0 -0.0003 ± 10.0377i ±7.8098i -0.0013 ± 3.8801z -0.0013 ± 2.1348i -0.0340 

Notice some eigenvalues now axe located on the left half plane. This is because of 

the contribution of the motor dynamics. 
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CHAPTER 6 

MECHATRONIC DESIGN OF FLEXIBLE 

MANIPULATORS-BASED ON LQR FORMULA WITH 

IHR PROGRAMMING 

As stated in Chapter 1, mechatronic design is a global optimization of the 

overall system. For a flexible manipulator, the overall system is the integration of 

link dynamics, DC motor equation, meeisuring sensors, and the selected controller. 

The optimization process will result in cui optimal link geometric distribution, suit

able DC motor parameters and an optimal controller structure subject to one of the 

performance index referred to in Chapter 1. To demonstrate this approach and also 

due to the computation complexity, the following restrictions are applied here. A 

rectangular beam is considered and divided into N segments equally along with the 

beam spatial coordinate. Each segment is uniform. In each segment, the width is 

the only variable to be optimized for the link geometries . Motor dynamics are also 

given in order to simplify the design process. 

It was pointed out in the last chapter that output feedback instead of state 

space feedback is a feasible choice. It is also predictable that the system optimum 

performance index may not matter in the selection of the controller to a large degree. 
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since the resulting index is the result of the overall system optimization. Due to this 

factor, the linear quadratic regulator {LQR) is admissible as the selected controller. 

In this chapter, we will discuss the mechatronic design based on the LQR 

formula. The LQR feedback is outlined in [48] as an inner loop followed by an 

Adaptive Iterative algorithm {IHR) as an outer loop searching for the beeim width 

distribution. The mechatronic design procedure is addressed through detailing the 

integration of the inner loop with the outer loop. 

6.1 LQR Formula and Its Optimization 

For the flexible manipulator system given by Eq. (5.23), the LQR controller 

will be a linear output feedback in the form of 

where iR is an 1 x p ( p is the dimension of output) vector of constant feedback 

coefficients to be determined according to the following quadratic performance index 

where the Q, R are symmetric positive semidefinite weighting matrices. 

By substituting the output feedback control Eq. (6.1) for Eq. (5.23), the closed 

loop equation is found to be 

u = (6.1)  

(PI):  

(6.2) 

q = {A — B^C)q = Acq.  (6.3) 
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Therefore, PI is found to be 

J = \  r  mC)q{t)dU (6.4) 
2 J to 

Now, the LQR design problem is to choose gain 3? such that J reaches its minimum 

value subject to the condition of stablizing the closed-loop system given by Eq. (6.3). 

Since Q -|- WUC is a symmetric, positive-semidefinite matrix, a symmet

ric, positive-semidefinite matrix P can be found [27] so that, 

= -q'iQ + c'^^mc)q. (6.5) 

Using P, then J caji be rewritten as 

J = 5?^(0)P?(0) - i lim q'^( t )Pq(t) .  (6.6) 
Z 1 t—oo 

Assuming that the system is asymptotically stable, so the q{t)  vanishes with time, 

\ \mq^{t)Pq{t)  = Q. (6.7) 

This leads to, 

J = 5/(0)/'?(0) = iir(PX), (6.8) 

where the n x n symmetric matrix X is defined by 9(0)g^(0). 

Furthermore, from Eq. (6.3) axid Eq. (6.5), we find that 

A^P + PAc + C^^mC + Q = 0. (6.9) 

This is the Lyapunov equation for solving P given cind Q. 
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It is now clear that the problem of selecting 3? to minimize J subject to the 

dynamical constraint of Eq. (6.2) on the states is equivalent to the algebraic problem 

of selecting 3? to minimize Eq. (6.8) subject to the constraint of Eq. (6.9) on the 

auxiliary matrix P. To solve this modified problem, we use the Lagrange multiplier 

method. Following the procedure described in [48], two additional equations which 

can be used to solve the LQR problem are derived. 

where 5 is a symmetric n x ra matrix of Lagrange multipliers. 

The equations for P, 5, and 3? are coupled among these nonlinear matrix equa

tions, therefore, some trial-and-error iterative design methods have to be used to find 

the 3?. The process to find the feedback matrix is described as following for a given 

set  of  A, B,  C.  

LQR -  Feedback Optimization: 

1. Initialize: 

i  =0, select an initial 3?o so that/lc is asymptotically stable; 

Set system initial state values X = ?(0)9(0)^, the Stop criteria p.  

2. i-th iteration: 

AcS + SAj  + X = 0, (6.10) 

= R-^B'^PSC'^{CSC'^)- \  (6.11) 

Set AI =  A — 
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Using lyap.m in the Control Toolbox of Matlab to solve the equa

tions 

AjP+PAi+Cl = 0, where Cl = C^^jmtiC+Q and AiS+SAf+ 

-Y = 0 for Pi and 5,-. 

Set J =  ̂ tr{PiX) .  

3. Updating: 

Gain updating direction: A3i = R~^ PiSiC^{C 

Update gain: = 3?,- + qA3?, 

where a is chosen so that A — is asymptotically stable. 

Check the eigenvcilues of new A, if unstable, go to Step 5. 

4. Criteria: 

Ji+i  =  ̂ tr{Pi+iX) < J,-. 

If {Ji+i  — Ji)  < p, the given criteria, go to 5. Otherwise set i = z + 1 

and go to 2. 

5. Stop: 

Set 3? = 

If index =0, go to step 2. 

This process will be referred to in this paper as the inner loop and will converge to J, 

the minimum performance index for the set of A, B, C by searching proper feedback 

matrix 3?. In the next section, the outer loop searching the optimal beam shape will 

be discussed. 
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6.2 IHR and Its Algorithm 

In Chapter 5, it was established that the components in the matrices of the 

state equations are related to a given link shape, that is, the matrices A, B, C are 

the functions of beam geometric distribution. Here a procedure to find out the 

link geometries based on the Adaptive Iterative Hit and Run (IHR) algorithm [80] 

[114] is conducted. Some restrictions shall be made clear from the perspective of 

the mechatronic design. First the beam weight holds constant, which, in terms of 

beam volume, means that the whole volume is constant. The only variable for the 

beam geometric is the width of the cross section for each segment, however, the sum 

of these width variables must remain a constant in order to keep the totaJ volume 

constant based on N segment solution. Another consideration, realistically speaking, 

is that minimum stress on the beam is required, which in term of beam width, is its 

minimum width. These restrictions are applied to modify the IHR algorithm. This 

iterative procedure of the modified IHR can be specified as: 

IHR — Hit - Run Optimization: 

1. Set uaiform area AQ^ minimum and majcimum area constraints, Amm 

^mor according to the beam strength requirement. Set i = 1. 

Set beam material parameters. 

2. Calculate the uniform beam PI as the starting value. 



3. Initialize loop vectors, loop factors, direction vector D  and stop cri

teria. 

4. Select changing positions: randomly select iV/2 of the N segments 

and mark them with I's in vector Dj of length N. Mark the remain

ing N/2 segments with - I's. If iV is odd, one randomly selected area 

wiU remain constant ajid will be marked by a 0. 

5. Set direction vector; get N / 2  samples from a iV(0,1) normal dis

tribution and place them in each position of Dj where there is a 1. 

Place the negatives of this same sample in each position of Dj where 

there is a -1. This arrangement wiU ensure a constant volume during 

optimization. Here, Dj is called the direction vector. 

6. Implement direction: generate a step size, 5, uniformly from L j , the 

set of feasible step sizes in the direction Dj, where, 

L j  =  { S e M :  A m i n  <  A j  - H  S D j  <  A ^ a x }  

If L j  = 0, go to Step 4. 

7. Set 5 = 5 * MUL, while 0 < MUL < I. 

S. Update the area vector, Aj, 

•^i+i = + SDj. 
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6.3 Integrated Optimization 

Traditionally, the LQR algorithm is used to find the optimal output feedback 

gain 3? for a system given by {A,B,C) , at which point the design process stops as 

in Fig. (6.1), where if' is the controller output and J is the performance index. In 

Start 

Figure 6.1: Traditional Design Algorithm 

other words, someone constructs the plant first, which is A, B. C in terms of param

eters and gives it to a control engineer, who then has to select an optimal control 

U* according to  the performance index {PI)  J  based on the given plant  A,B,C.  

Clearly, this is a fixed-step design process. The plant will effect the optimal control 

and, consequently, the optimal performance index. However, for our applications, 

the plant, i.e., the flexible beam, can be constructed differently. Therefore, one must 

evaluate different plant designs to improve the performance. While the mechatronic 
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design is that it chooses the best plant and finds out the associated controller for the 

performance requirement. It is an overall optimization process, as in Fig. (6.2). 

Start Stop 

Update A, B, C 

Figure 6.2: Mechatronic Design Algorithm 

To explain this clearly, let's assimie that is the space of all fecisible manipu

lator designs. Then the objective is to minimize the performajice index with respect 

to link construction, and control design, i.e.. 

J ' =  inf J{U;A,B,C)  
(A,B,c)eQ,ue\  

(6.12) 

Obviously, the mechatronic approach considers the mechanical, electronical, and con

trol components of a robotic flexible mzmipulator as a whole and carries their devel

opments out simultaneously. Clearly, this concurrent design approach should lead to 
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a global optimcil performajice because now the coupling effects <ind the interrelations 

between these different parts of the manipulator system are tciken into account in 

the very beginning of the design process. This is the so-called mechatronic design 

approach. 

Since, 

J" = inf J{u;A,B,C)= inf [inf J(u; A, 5, C)], (6.13) 
(/l.B,C)6n,<i6A (^3.C)€Q u6A ' 

the globai optimization can be carried in two steps. The first step (the inner-loop 

optimization) is to find axi optimal control and its associated optimal Vcdue of the 

performance index based on a given plant (A, B, C), which is the traditional optimed 

control design problem, as discussed in Section 6.1. The second step (the outer loop 

optimization) is to find a feasible plant that will minimize the performance index 

obtained by the optimal controller, as in Section 6.2. With the iterative process 

of  these two s teps ,  the  global  opt imum solut ion is  f inal ly  reached.  When the LQR 

formulation is used, this will lead to, 

where P is found by solving the equations given in the previous section. 

Based on the open-loop optimal design [80], conventional optimization meth

ods, such as gradient-based methods, are not effective in solving the outer-loop opti

mization problem since so many variables are involved in the optimization procedure. 
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Therefore, an Improved Hit and Run (IHR) [114] adaptive ramdom search algorithm 

is used for the outer-loop optimization. However, some modifications must be made 

to ensure a constcint volume during the optimization process and the minimum stress 

requirement as discussed early. 

For the sake of simplicity, only one situation is considered where the area of 

cross sections determines both the mass and stiffness distributions of the flexible beam 

(such as circular cross sections or rectangular cross sections with fixed width/height 

or fixed ratio of width and height). In this case, we only need find out the width 

distribution with a constant beam weight. The IHR algorithm can search all the 

space of fecisible beajn heights, and the LQR algorithm will calculate the best PI for 

a given height distribution by choosing an optimal feedback. This algorithm can be 

easily applied to other situations with minor modifications such as in circular beam. 

Now the combined iterative procedure of the modified IHR and the LQR with output 

feedback can be specified as: 

IP—Intergrated Optimization 

1. Set design vector E = [///, iWp, Oc, Jp, L, 5, ̂ ], and number of seg

ments, iV. Set step multiplier MUL to 1 and FACTOR to an appro

priate constant. 

2. Set weighting matrices Q and R. 

3. Load precalculated coefficients for Modcd Shapes. 
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4. Calculate AQ (uniform shape radius or width) from Chapter 5, set 

ini t ia l  index = 0,  c«dl  LQR to get  the corresponding JQ.  

5. Update the area vector, AJ,  

1). call IHR, to find the Aj 

2). based on Mode Shape coefficients «ind current link geometric, 

calculate mass matrix M, potential matrix K, vector B, C, and state 

equations after integrated with motor dynamics. 

3). call LQR to find J .  If the J  is improving: 

Set 

If J  is improved, store it in an array and save this A j .  Update aJl 

loop variables and factors. 

6. If all the differences between two J's in the array is smaller thaji 

stopping criteria, stop. Otherwise, go to Step 5. 

7. Stop: Output optimal feedback matrix optimal performance in

dex J', and optimal flexible link structure A'. 

6.4 Results and Discussion 

In order to verify the mechatronic method presented in this chapter, a rect

angular aluminum flexible link is used for simulation. The mechatronic algorithm is 

intended to  f ind the beam geometr ic  shape,  or  the width dis t r ibut ion so that  the PI 

reaches the minimum. 
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To meet the minimum stress requirement pointed out earlier, the maximum 

width Hjnax and the minimimi width Hmin 3xe set at twice and a quarter of the 

uniform width separately. For the IHR algorithm, all criteria values were set to 

0.000001. 

To fully test this mechatronic design algorithm, the different output feedback, 

c o m b i n e d  w i t h  v a r i o u s  s t a t e  w e i g h t i n g  m a t r i x  Q ,  a n d  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  s e g m e n t s  N ,  

but R = I (identity) were tried. Three sets of feedback were considered. They 

were the hub tangent angle {0(0,i)} feedback (Eq. (5.21)), the hub tangent angle 

with the tip deflection {0(0, t),w{L, i)} (Eq. (5.19), Eq. (5.21)), and the hub tangent 

angle with the tip position {0(0,<),t;(L,f)} (Eq. (5.20), Eq. (5.21)). These sets of 

feedback have very clear physical meanings and are detectable. The initial state 

set  is  9i(0)  =  [\ / lO,0,  . . .0]^ .  The senario {{feedback l is t} ,  number of  segments ,  Q)  

was used, meaning that the feedback strategy is as {feedback list}, that the beam is 

divided into number of segments, and that the value Q in LQR is Q. These notations 

are applied in the following figures and tables. 

Note that it was necessary to show the P/'s with different number of segments. 

To do that, a performance index was set with ^(0) = qi{0), Q = 100 * I, and 

with various n = 4,6,12, and one of these three sets of feedback. For uniform and 

associated optimal shape, performance indexes were obtained with different feedback 

ajid different number of segments as Table 6.1. Column one is the tjrpe of feedback, 

while the column 2, colunan 3 and column 4 are for the different niunber of segments 
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respectively. The perform«ince indexes of the optimed shape axe improved over that of 

the associated uniform shape. For example, when n = 4 and {0(0, t),w} feedback is 

applied, the PI for uniform shape is 3789.143, while the result of mechatronic design 

is smaller, which is 3591.341. But the number of segments has less impacts on the 

performance index than the type of the feedback. The associated feedback constants 

axe listed in Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.1: Performance Index with Q = 100 * I .  

Feedbacks List n = 4 n = 6 n = 12 

{0(0, f)} feedback-uniform shape | 4665.504 4665.504 4665.504 

{0(0, f)} feedback-optimed shape 1 4647.230 4646.571 4643.038 

i 

{0(0. f), u;} feedback -uniform shape i 3789.143 
i 

3789.143 3789.143 

1 
{0(0, f), u;} feedback-optimal shape j 3591.341 3585.945 3580.064 

{0(0. f), u} feedback -uniform shape 4342.569 4342.569 4342.569 

{0(0, ̂ ), u} feedback -optimal shape 4180.548 4178.569 4176.437 

Table 6.2: Optimal Feedback Constants with Q = 100 » I .  

Feedback List ' n = 4 n = 6 ' /J = 12 

(0(0.4)} -uniform :5.674 674 3.674 

{©(0.0} -optimal j 3. 677 3.675 

(0(0./). a'} -uniform j (2.7o09 -4-J2.;i!)S) 12.7599 -422.398) (2.7599 -422.398) 

[ J 
1 {0(0.0- -optimal ; (2.498 -337.071) .2.539 • 380.396) (2.423 -378.554) 

{0(0.0-t'} -uniform (2502.70.) -2l99..)2n f2502.707 -2499.521) '2-)02.705 -2199.521) 

{0(0./). £'} -optimal ' (1768.12:5 -l76o.(>72) • 1732.346 -1 (-11.35iS 1 1 17t6.27ii -1764.428) 

The related optimal shapes «ure illustrated as following. In all figures, the 

solid outline is the optimal shape, and the dot one is for the unif orm shape. The 

horizontal axis is the link spatial coordinate, the vertical one is the beam width. Fig. 

(6.3 - o) are for 0(0. t) feedback (hub tangent angle) with Q = 100*/ and n = 4.6.12 
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separately. All three optimad shapes have one common feature with a large size at 

the hub end, a smeill size at the tip end. 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.S 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Figure 6.3: Optimal Shape for ({0(0, <)}? 4, 100) 

O 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.S 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Figure 6.4: Optimal Shape for ({0(0,f)}, 6, 100) 
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Figure 6.5: Optimal Shape for ({0(0,f)}, 12, 100) 

Fig. (6.6 - 8) are for (0(0, "'(^, 0) feedback (hub tangent angle, tip de

flection) with Q = 100 * / and n = 4,6,12 separately. In the same behavior, the 

best performance indexes are almost the same for different number of segments. A 

common feature for these three optimal shapes is a large beam size in the middle, 

and a relatively small size at both ends. 
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Figure 6.6: Optimal Shape for ({0(0, 4, 100) 
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Figure 6.7: Optimal Shape for ({0(0, i), ii;}, 6, 100) 
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Figure 6.8: OptimaJ Shape for ({0(0, 12, 100) 

Fig. (6.9 - 11) are for (0(0, i), w(^i 0) feedback (hub tangent angle, tip posi

tion) with Q = 100 • I and n =4,6,12 respectively. As usual, the best performance 

indexes are almost the same for different numbers of segments. A common feature 

for these three optimed shapes is a relatively small beam dimension in the middle, 

and a large dimension at the ends. 
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Figure 6.9: Optimal Shape for ({0(0, 100) 

Figure 6.10: Optimal Shape for ({©(0,<),v}, 6, 100) 



Figure 6.11: Optimal Shape for ({0(0,12, 100) 

As shown in these figures, the geometric shapes of these optimal shape are 

pretty much relied on the type of the feedback, not much relied on the number 

of segments. Next, this mechatronic approach was applied to different weighting 

matrix Q with these types of feedback. But the number of segments fixed as 4 since 

the number of segments plays a less important role here. Q are 50 * / and 10 * / 

separately. The performance indexes are listed in Table 6.3, where the column is for 
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different type of feedback, and the row is for the value of Q. The associated feedback 

constcints are listed in Table 6.4. 

Table 6.3: Performance Index with Different Q = 100 * /, 50 * /. 10 * I .  

Beam Shape {6(0,4)} {©(0, t ) .  lu}  {Q{Q,t) ,v}  
. 1  

1 (? = 100 * / -uniform shape 4665.504 3781.547 4342.763 
. 1  
, 1  

l| = 100 * I  -optimal shape 4647.230 3591.538 4180.546 

:! 
ij ^ = 50 • / -uniform shape 2611.373 2174.499 2421.595 

j Q = oQ* I  -optimal shape 
1  

2540.470 2098-374 2388.850 

I  Q  = IQ *  I  -uniform shape 679.856 630.266 670.482 

1 Q  = IQ *  I  -optimal shape 663.834 621.442 638.356 

Table 6.4: Optimal Feedback Constants with Different Q = 100 * /, 50 * /. 10 * I .  

! Beam Shape {0(0-0} {©(O.f),"'} {0(0-0.1-} 

Q = 100 * / -uniform shape 3.674 , 2.7599 -422.39S) (2502.705 -2499.521) 

Q = 100 * / -optimal shape 3.6S6 (2.49S -337.071) 
! 

(176S.423 -1765.672) j 

• 1  

• Q = 50 * / -uniform shape (2.7599 -422.39S) (2.279 -395.458) (2.7599 -422.398) j 

Q = 50 * I -optimal shape (2.759 -422.39S) (2.096 -335.370) (2.423 -378.554) I 

•j (? = 10 • / -uniform shape 1.659 (1-604 -167.576) (1138.098 -1194.508) 

' I  

: i  Q = 10 * / -optimal shape 1.653 (1.3S6 -166.142) (1045.568 -1065.754) 
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Fig. (6.12 - 1.3) are for 0(0, f) feedback (hub tajigent angle) with different weighting 

matrix Q. As usual, the optimal shapes have relatively large dimensions at the hub 

side. 
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Figure 6.12: Optimal Shape for ({0(0, i)}, 4, 50) 

-O.S 

Figure 6.13: Optimal Shape for ({0(0. i)}. 4. 10) 
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Fig. (6.14 - 15) are for {Q{0, t ) ,w{L, t ) )  feedback (hub tangent angle, tip de

flection) with a different weighting matrix Q. The optimaJ shapes have a relatively 

large dimension at the middle. 
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Figure 6.14: Optimai Shape for ({0(0. Or 4. 50) 
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Figure 6.15: Optimal Shape for ({0(0, Z). 4. 10) 
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Fig. (6.16 - 17) are for (0(0, f), f)) feedback (hub tangent angle, tip po

sition) with different weighting matrix Q. The optimal shapes have relatively smcJl 

dimensions in the middle. 
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-o.s 

-1.S 
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Figure 6.16: Optimal Shape for ({0(O.f)^y}» 4. -50) 
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Figure 6.17: Optimal Shape for ({0(0.0^ y}, 4. 10) 
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Fig. (6.18 - 19) are the hub tangent angle responses to initial state 9i(0) for 

0(0, f) (hub tangent angle) and (0(0,01^*^(^7 0) (liub tangent angle, tip deflection) 

feedback separately. 

o.a 

0.6 -

a> 
t 
-s 3= 

-0.2 
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Time (s) 

Figure 6.18; Hub Tangent .Angle Initial Response for ({0(0. i)}. 4. 100) 

«a 

0.2 

10 
Time (») 

Figure 6.19: Hub Tangent Angle Initial Response for {{Q{Qj) .w{L. t )} .  4. 100) 
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Fig. ( 6.20 - 21) are the hub tangent angle responses to step input for 0(0, i) 

(hub teingent angle) and (0(0, t), w(L, <)) (hub tangent angle, tip deflection) feedfiack' 

separately. 
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Figure 6.20; Hub Tangent .\ngle Step Input Response for ({0(0.0}. -I. 100) 
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Figure 6.21: Hub Tangent Angle Step Input Response for ({0(O.f).-I. 100) 
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Fig. (6.22 - 23) are the tip deflectioa responses to initial 9i(0) for 0(0, <) 

(hub tangent cingle) and (0(0, t),w{L,t)) (hub tangent angle, tip deflection) feedback 

separately. 
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S -2 

-7 

10 
Time (s) 

Figure 6.22: Tip Deflection Initial Response for ({0(0.f)}. 4. 100) 

10 

Figure 6.23: Tip Deflection Initial Response for ({0(0.?)• 100) 
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Fig. (6.24-25) are the tip deflection step input responses for 0(0, f) (hub tan

gent cingle) and (Q(0,t),w(L,t)) (hub tangent angle, tip deflection) feedback sepa

rately. 

10 

M. 
s  

io 

Figure 6.24: Tip Deflection Step Input Response for ({0(0,0}^ 4, 100) 

-IO 

g 

Figure 6.25: Tip Deflection Step Input Response for ({0(0, <),tf7(Z, i)}, 4, 100) 
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These results show that the performance index does not depend much on the 

number of segments, because according to this mechatronic aigorithm, the final shape 

converges to its optimal shape. A system with two output feedbacks hcis a relatively 

lower performance index than one with only one output feedback, since the former 

has a higher degree of freedom to work with. The optimal shape for 0(0, t) feedback 

is always a larger at the hub side, and smaller at the tip end. The optimal shape 

to {0(0, f),u;(Z,,f)} has smaller dimensions at the ends, while the optimal shape to 

{0(0, v(^i 0} is smaller in the middle. For optimal shapes, the initial responses 

have less vibration and fast convergence. The step input response of hub tangent 

angle for the optimal shape has a smaller rising time and the tip deflection converges 

much faster than those of uniform shapes. 
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CHAPTER 7 

MECHATRONIC DESIGN BASED ON 

CONTROLLER WITH IHR ALGORITHM 

Since the work of Zaraes [115] in feedback controller to minimize the Hoo norm 

for the closed-loop transfer function, Hoo design has raised a lot interest in robust 

control for complex systems such as paxameter distributed systems. A four-block, 

a two-block and a one-block formula were developed for H^o control by Foicis [23] 

and references therein. In its applications to flexible mcinipulator control, most early 

concerns were with frequency domciin. /i-synthesis [5] was pursued as an extended Hoo 

approach. Sideris and Rotstein [87] developed a combination technique of frequency-

domain with time-domain constraints. Tchemychev et al [91] presented experimental 

comparisons for these controllers. Recently, Glover and Doyle [21] [32] gave the state-

space solutions of i/oo-norm for a generalized plant with frequency weighting transfer 

functions, internally stabilizing the closed-loop system while minimizing the norm of 

error transfer functions. Fujita and co-authors [25] applied this method to a flexible 

beam magnetic suspension system. 

The main issue in the application of an Hoo control technique is the use of 

an appropriate model and a quantitative description of model uncertainty. In this 

pursuit, state-space model uncertciinties arise. Furthermore, a generalized plant with 
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two frequency weighting functions results. The IHR algorithm is cdso applied to 

search the best beam shape as in Chapter 6. A number of results «ire presented to 

demonstrate the robustness of the designed //qo controller. 

7.1 State-Space Formulae for H^o Control Problem 

A basic block diagram used in state-space controller [21] [32] is 

Figure 7.1: Hoo Control Problem Configuration 

where G(s) is a generalized plant which includes what is usually called plant and all 

weighting functions, and K is the controller. They are all real-rational and proper. 

All external inputs such as disturbances, measurement noise, model uncertainties, 

and unmodeled high order vibrational dynemiics axe characterized as d. Signal z is 

the error output, u is the control input and y is the measured vaxiable. 
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If state-space equations in [32] is referred, the linear system 

x{ t )  =  Ax{t )  +  B\d{ t )  +  B2u{t ) ,  

z{ t )  — Cix{ t )  +  D\ id{ t )  +  Di2u{ t ) j  

y{ t )  =  C2x{t )  +  D2\d{ t )  +  D22u{t )  

is obtained. Then the transfer function G(s) is denoted as 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

Gis)  =  
Gn{s)  GI2{s)  

G2i{S)  G22{S)  

Ci 

C2 

{ s i -A)  -1 
Bi  B2 + 

^11 DI2 

D21 D22 

A B\ B2 

C\ £>11 D\2 

C*2 Dl\ D22 

A B 

C D 

(7.4) 

The traxisfer function from d to  z  i s  

Tj,iG, k) = Gn + Gi2 A'(/ - G22)-'G2i 

Then the H^o control problem is to design the controller A'(s), so that 

(7.5) 

1. the system is internally stable, that is, the states of G(5)ajid K{s]  go to zero 

f rom a l l  in i t ia l  va lues  when d =  0 ,  

2. minllTrf^lloo = minsup^^ A(r(ij(yu;)), where A() denotes the maximum singular 

value. 

If A,  R ,  Q are nxn matrix and with symmetric R,  Q,  the Hamiltoaiem matrix 

is defined as 
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H := 
A  R 

-Q -A' 

Then there exists a symmetric x := Ric{H)  which satisfies the Riccati equation 

Ax + xA'  +  xRx + Q = 0.  

Two Hajniltonian matrices are involved in the Hoo control problem, 

:= 

J  •= 

A r-^BiBi' - BM 

-Ci'Ci -A' 

A' r-^Ci'Ci - C2'C2 

-BiBi' -A 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

For ||r<i^||oo < r, a performance index for noise attentuation from input d to 

output an admissible controller [21] exists iff 

1. Xoo := Ric{H^)  >  0, 

2. Koo := Ric{Joo)  >  0, 

3. and piXooYoo) ^ where p{ . )  is the maximum singular value. 

One such controller is 

K{s)  := 
•/loo 2'oo-^00 

Foo 0 

(7.8) 

where 

Aoo = A + r B\B\ Xoo + B^F^ + Z^LooC2, 
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Loo — ~YoaC2 1 'oo 

Z^ = {I -r -^Y^Xo, ) -K 

As seen from the above formulae, K{s)  is coupled with r. In this case, the 

attempt is made to find a minimum r to which the above three conditions still hold 

and K[s) exits, so that the attenuation from error inputs d to error output z reaches 

the maximum degree. 

In the next sections, the flexible beam system is modeled referring to Eq. (7.1) 

-Eq. (7.3), ajid an iterative algorithm is implemented to search the possible minimum 

7.2 Generalized Plant of a Flexible Be£mi System 

In Eq. (5.4), the omitted high order terms in the kinetics of the tip load are 

considered to be 

r. 

^Mp9'^w{L^ty  +  Mp{6 + w{L, t ) )w{L, t )9bc . ,  then Eq. (5.5) is. 

pnetv 

N N 

.=1 j=l 
N N 

+MpbJ^  qML)  + MpbJ X] Z! 9«'9jV'.(^)V'i(^). (7.9) 
i=l .=1 i=l 

In the same way, if the term | f^{w0)^pdx in Eq. (5.6) is considered, then the 

link kinetics is. 

(7.10) 
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After going through all derivative processes, 

iV/x + Kx = bncw, ('<'•11) 

is obtained, where 

bjicw — "i" 

bo = 

-E:^i Ef=i ih iq jmiJ)  -2Zl i  {eqi )ns i i )  -  zh  rfLi  

d ' Q s ( l )  +  9 ^  E - l i  i )  +  n 6 ( l ,  i )  

e^n .u)  + 02 i )  +  i )  

e ^ Q s i N )  +  0 2  q i Q 4 N ,  i )  +  f i e C i V ,  i )  

j) = Mptj ; i {L)r{: j {L)  + fo^  x j j i t j j jpdx ,  

^5(0 = Mpbctpi iL) ,  

Qe{ i . j )  = Mp6c0.(^)0i(I). 

Then Eq. (5.18) will be, 

q = Aq+ Bu-I t  Vq,  (7.12) 

where 

VQ = 
0 

M '6o 

The system model is now as in Fig. (7.2). 
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vO 

(sl-Ag) 

Figure 7.2: System Model Uncertainties 

In this model, VQ is a time-vaxying term, acting like a system disturbance but 

originating from model uncertainties. To describe these uncertainties, a frequency 

weighting function in practice in form of 

t;o(5) = H^i(5)t;(3), (7.1.3) 

is introduced, where 

^^l('S) = Cu)l{sl — Aurl)"' Buil "h Dwl • 

1^1(5) will be specified later. 

If the fact that measured output y is affected by measuring noise and higher 

frequency model uncertainties is considered, then the system state-space model in 

Eq. (5.23) turns into, 

q = Agq + Bu + DgVo, (7.14) 

y = Cq + Wo (7.15) 
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Where q = [6 q iq^  - - - 9i 92 • - -Inxm an identy matrix with the same dimension 

of  q.  

Following the semie pattern, to describe WQ , 

tfo(s) = l'V2("S)iy(s) ("-IG) 

is introduced, where 

W^2(-s) = Cufi{sl — Aun)~^+ D^. These coefficients will be specified in next 

section. 

Naturally beam system stability is the main concern, therefore, the regulated 

variables are chosen as, 

Z g  =  q =  H g X  ( 7. 1 / ) 

where Hg is an identity matrix. The 'error vector' is 

0r, 

1 
M .1 Tu 

where 0 = diag{QxQ2 • • • 0") is the weighting matrix on variable Zg, and T is the 

scalar factor. All states and the control variables are in the 'error vector', and the 

states are e.xpected to die out to stabilize the closed-loop under the regulation of A', 

while the control variable will also become zero thus saving energy consumption. The 

generalized plant of this control problem is in Fig. (7.3). 

Let the state vaxiable vector be as 
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w 

V w1 

Figure 7.3: GeneraJized Plant Setup of 

X  =  
'Wl 

X 

, d =  

w 

where and x^ are the the states of the frequency weighting function U7i(5) and 

W2{s) respectively. 

After some manipulations, the state-space representation [25] referred to in 

Eq. (7.1) - Eq. (7.3) is 

A, DgCwi 0 DgD^^ 0 B 

A = 0 Axui 0 Bx = 0 B2 = 0 

0 0 •Atuj 0 0 

(7.19) 
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Ci = 

C2 = 

QHg 0 0 

0 0 0 

Ai = 

C 0 C, 1V2 D2I = 

0 0 

0 0 

0 D, 

Di2 = 

W2 D22 = 

0 

T/ 

0 

(7.20) 

(7.21) 

After substituting u(s) = —F{s)y{s) ,  the transfer functions 

T,,, = QHg<l>{I + BFC4>)-^DgWu 

= -^FC(f>{I+BFC4>)-^DgWu 

= -QHgcpBFiI+GgF)- 'W2,  

T , , ^  =  - i :F{I+GgF)- 'W2 

(7.22) 

(7.23) 

(7.24) 

(7.25) 

are obtained, where 

4> =  {s l -  Ag)- \  Gg =  C{s l  -  Ag)- 'B .  

From above equations, the Hoo control problem now is to design F(s) to 

internally stabilize, the system but satisfy 

< r. (7.26) 
T T ZIV Z\W 

T T ^ Z2V 22 

The purpose of the controller here is to find out the minimum r thus attenuating 

z to maximum degree while still holding the necessary and sufficient stable conditions 

discussed in Section 7.1. The implementation aJgorithm is presented in the following 

sections. 
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7.3 Hoo Controller Design 

To design the controller discussed in the last section, we must specify 

those weighting functions ajid factors. Because VQ is in relatively low frequency range 

for low frequency model uncertainties, VKi(s) with the 'cutting frequency' ciround 

'2bQHz is chosen. So lVi(5) is as, 

t x r  ,  \  9.79x10^ 
" (l+s/(L727r))(l+5/(2.07r))" ^ "" ^ 

Its bode plot is illustrated in Fig. (7.4). Vr2(5) assures robustness for high frequency 

noise. It is in Fig. (7.5). 

0.21 X 10-^(1+V(0.02x))(H-V(0.1r))(l +s/(200.0ir)) 
(l  + s/(6.0x))(l+3/(20.0ir))(l+3/(160.0ir)) * '  

The parameters 0, and T are adjusted by the cost, 

J[U,{v ,w))= f  [{z jQzg + Ru — {v^v  +  w^w)]dt .  (7.29) 
J — OO 

where Q = 0^0 ajid R = T^. The can be interpreted to reduce this cost. Based 

on the observations in [25], and our simulations, the weighting matrix 0 for our beam 

system with ten states is 

0 = </2air(60.0 80.36 15.91 10.7 5.1 15.1 2.1 6.2 5.2 5.1), 

and the scalar factor T = 5 x 10~®. The output feedback used here is as in Eq. (5.21). 

In order to search the minimum value r, and since it is not known in which 

region such an index r constitutes a controller, an adequate number of random r's 

(usually r < 1 ) are tested. All the r's to which such a controller exists axe saved. 
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Figure 7.4: Model Uncertainty Frequency Weighting Function Wx 
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Figure 7.5: Measured Output ^ise^re^ency Weighting Function W2 



and the minimum r represents the cost function for its beam shape. The loop in 

controller is, 

loop 

1. For a given beam construction distribution, calculate beam system 

dynamics  Ag,  B ,  C.  

2. Calculate generalized plant matrices. 

Get the state-space matrices for frequency weighting functions 

Atui ' 1 1 ^Wl 7 

AXII2  ' ^W2 1 

Get weighting factor 0 and scalar factor T; 

Generate /I, Bi, B2, Ci, C2, D\i. D12, B21, ̂ 22-

3. Search for minimum index r loop for a beam shape distribution, 

A) randomly pick a r; 

B) check Xoo, VooiP conditions; 

C) decide to save this r in a vector or discard it; 

D) choose next r which is smaller than the last valid r, go to B); 

E) after a certain number of iterations, single out the minimum r 

from the vector to represent this shape. Save this r and its shape. 

4. Check stop criteria. If the differences between the three smelliest r's 

in this r vector meet the criteria, stop here. Otherwise, go back to 

Step 3 for another routine; 
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5. Calculate Foo, Loo, /loo to get the controller K{s)  bcised 

on the minimum r ajid Ag^ B, C.  

7.4 Simulation Results 

There are two blocks in the searching loop, the H^o controller block and IHR 

algorithm block. The former is used to find the best controller which has a minimum 

index r based on the input of beam geometric shape as specified in last chapter. The 

latter is used to generate a feasible beam shape distribution. This loop stops until 

the index vector meets criteria as described in the last chapter. 

For a given beam shape, one such admissible Hoo controller associated with 

an index r is shown as Eq. (7.8), which conforms to all the required conditions. The 

beam consists of 4 segments, and the number of degrees of its mechanic dynamics is 

set to 10 (the first four modal shapes are used here). 

For 0 feedback controller as Eq. (5.21), Fig. (7.6) is one of the best shapes, 

having a minimum index of r = 0.832. 

The admissible Hex, controller associated with the shape and this r is 

_ _ 9 1 CO w 1 n3(*+50.2655)(<+31.4159)(3+6.1133-H8.8706t)(a+6.1133-l8.8706«) 
^ X iU (3+50.2S77)(s+31.4219)(5+5.7432+18.5868«)(s+5.7432-18.5868») 

(3+I8.8496)(3+I7.4371)(a+13.1358-H1.0675t)(5+13.1358-11.06750 
(5+l3.2079+lI.0351i)(3+13.2079-11.03Slt){3+17.17l3)(5+0.4437+9.9505«)(s+0.4437-9.9505t) 

(5+0.2660+9.2176i)(3+0.2660-9.2176t)(5+0.4664+3.984l»)(5+0.4664-3.984lO(5-f0.1299)(»-H3.9720) 
(4+3.9752)(s+0.0376+5.0332t)(4+0.0376-5.0332t)(5+0.065^2.4910t)(a+0.0658-2.4910>)(s+18.8489)' 
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Figure 7.6: Optimal Shapes for 

This controller is 15 degrees, ten of theni having been contributed by the beam 

dynamics, two from the frequency weighting function i/;i(5), the rest originating from 

frequency weighting function W2[s). 

This controller is tested with the same initial state as in Chapter 6, g(0) = 

[\/lO, 0,..., 0]^. As usual, the dash curve is for uniform beam, the solid one is the 

response of the optimal beajn shape. For 0 feedback, the initial responses of the 

hub tangent angle is in Fig. (7.7). It has a small overshoot, but nevertheless steadily 

converges to the equilibrium point with several pulses. The optimal shape has faster 

convergency than the uniform. Fig. (7.8) is the associated initial responses of the tip 

deflection. It has a significant first deflective pulse and larger than that of uniform 

beam, but this deceases promptly, almost at the same speed as that of the hub 

tangent angle. 

I  I  I  I  I  I I I  

(13.8813 12.6027 8.<493a 5.0228) 

* ' • ' . . • . 
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Figure 7.7: Hub Tangent Angle Initial Response of 0 (H^) Feedback 
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Figure 7.8: Tip Deflection Initial Response of 0 (Hoo) Feedback 
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Fig. (7.9) is the step responses of the hub tangent angle for uniform eind 

cissociated optimal bezun respectively. They both have an overshoot after crossing the 

given input reference, but this fades away gradually. Fig. (7.10) is the step responses 

of tip deflection. Both two responses progress through several cyclic oscillations, and 

each transition lasts slightly longer than that of the hub tangent angle. The deflection 

of the optimal beam is smaller, and converges faster. The step-type disturbance is 

added as disturbance v for the stable test, as derived early, v is assimied to describe 

the system uncertainties. The results axe as in Fig. (7.11) and Fig. (7.12). They 

have a notable deflective pulse, but recover to the equilibrium point promptly. 

1.2 

o.e 

Z 0.4 

0.2 

O -

10 
Time (8) 

Figure 7.9: Step Response of Hub Angle for 0 {Hoo) Feedback 
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Figure 7.10: Step Response of Tip Deflection for 0 {Hoo) Feedback 

Time (8) 

Figure 7.11: Step-Type Disturbance Response of Hub Angle for 0 (Hoo) Feedback 
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Time (8) 

Figure 7.12: Step-Type Disturbcince Response of Tip Deflection for 0 (/foo) Feedback 

For tip deflection w feedback as Eq. (5.19), the optimal shape is as Fig. (7.13) 

with r = 0.952. The initial responses of the hub tangent ajigle is in Fig. (7.14). The 

response of the optimal beam heis smaller vibration then the uniform beam, but both 

have higher frequency vibration then the responses of 0 feedback. Fig. (7.15) is the 

associated initial responses of the tip deflection. The optimal shape has a bigger first 

pulse, but decays faster for the whole transient. 
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Figure 7.13: Optimal Shapes for w Feedback 
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Figure 7.14: Hub Tangent Angle Initial Response of w {Hoo)  Feedback 
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Figure 7.15: Tip Deflection Initial Response of w Feedback 

Fig. (7.16) is the w feedback step responses of the hub tangent angle for 

uniform and associated optimal beam respectively. Fig. (7.17) is the step responses 

of tip deflection. 
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Figure 7.16: Step Response of Hub Angle for w  { H o o )  Feedback 
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Figure 7.17: Step Response of Tip Deflection for w Feedback 
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For the tip position v feedback eis Eq. (5.20), the optimal shape is eis Fig. (7.18) 

with a r = 0.8162. The initi<d responses of the hub tcingent cingle is in Fig. (7.19). 

Fig. (7.20) is the associated initied responses of the tip deflection. Fig. (7.21) is tip 

position feedback step responses of the hub tangent ajigle for uniform and associated 

optimed beam respectively. Fig. (7.22) is the step responses of tip deflection. 

1.S 

o.s 

-o.s 

-1.5 

(8.2353 1-1.7647 10.5882 9.4118) 

-2_ 
O.I 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

Figure 7.18: Optimed Shapes for v  ( H o o )  Feedback 
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Figure 7.19: Hub Tangent Angle Initial Response of v  ( H o o )  Feedback 
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Figure 7.20: Tip Deflection Initial Response of v  ( H o o )  Feedback 
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Figure 7.22: Step Response of Tip Deflection for v  ( H o o )  Feedback 
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From here, the optimal shape h«is faster responses less vibration cycles than 

uniform beam under the 0 feedback. In this chapter, both the generalized state-

space model and model uncertainties are developed for controller to completely 

avoid the complexity of frequency domain implementation. The design goal is to 

internally stablize the close-loop, whiling minimizing the maximum singular value of 

the transfer function from characterized error inputs to error outputs, so that impacts 

from disturbances and system uncertainties vajiish. All the results show that the Hoo 

controller here is stable against system uncertainty and works robustly. 
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CHAPTER 8 

SYSTEM ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS 

8.1 Sensitivity Analysis 

In chapter 3, less significant terms of the dynamic model were cut off to get 

the Euler-Bemoulli dynamic model with rotatory inertia, but this generated model

ing error. It is critical to design a controller that has the ability to provide stability 

in spite of modeling errors. There are mainy papers {[48] and references therein) 

addressing such problems. This chapter focuses mainly on the beam parameter vari

ations due to beam maxiufacture accuracy and DC motor dynamics variations. After 

the DC motor equation ajid the beam dynamics were integrated into the system state 

equation, these two kinds of variations are treated as system disturbance d{t). This 

is illustrated as the system configuration in Fig. (8.1). The plant is G(5), and the 

feedback compensator is K{s), which can be designed by various techniques. The 

system output is y{t), the system control input is u{t). The sensitivity of the overall 

system is related to the technique employed in the design of the controller. In this 

case LQR and HQO were chosen to demonstrate of the mechatronic methodology, since 

the system robustness depends on the characteristics of these controllers. For sys

tems with LQR, the classiceJ analysis of robustness is measured in frequency-domain. 

The notions of singular value, multivariable loop gain, eind Bode magnitude plot axe 
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either evaluated for the sensitivity analysis, or they are used directly as design tools. 

These methods are not readdressed here. Instead, numerical results with these two 

kinds of paxcimeter variations to show the system robustness are speculated. 

d ( t l  

n( t i  
"  K(s )  G{s )  

Figure 8.1: Standard LQR Feedback Configuration 

8.2 Numerical Results of System Robustness 

First the beam shape variations are tested. For the beam with 4 segments, 

the performance index differences with the three feedbacks are carried out due to a 

±0.1 width variation of the /th segment. The optimal LQR controller is unchanged. 

Q = 50. .4,- is the width of the ^th segment from the hub end. The results are as in 

Table S.l. .A.11 data in the following tables are the PI difference due to the variation 

of the segment width or motor parameter. 
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Table 8.1: Robustness Analysis with (gi(0), 4, 50). 

{0} { Q . w }  {0,y} 

Optimal shape 

{ A 1 A 2 A Z A 4 )  

(11.2031 10.7338 

9.2351 8.8080) 

(5.9555 12.4597 

12.027 9.5578) 

(9.8623 6.1054 

11.4927 12.5595) 

Optimal P I  2540.470 2098.374 2388.850 

Ai ±0.1 ±9.7 ±3.3 ±3.0 

/l2±0.1 ±9.7 ±3.4 ±8.0 

/I3 ± 0.1 ±9.3 ±3.4 ±7.7 

Ai ± 0.1 ±9.7 ±3.5 ±6.5 

In order to explore the P I  with different variations of each segment separately, 

the beam with 4 segments, feedback {0,i£;}, Q = 50 is chosen. Table 8.2 summarizes 

the results. 

Table 8.2: Robustness Analysis with (gi(0), {0, tw}, 4, 50). 

0
 1 1 0

 

1 p
 

Ai + 0.1 A.- + 0.2 Ai + 0.3 

Ai -8.1 -2.8 -2.5 -3.3 9.9 16.5 

A2 9.7 -2.6 3.4 -2.5 -6.2 10.9 

A3 -10.0 6.8 -3.4 2.5 6.5 -10.6 

A4 10.1 -6.7 3.4 3.5 6.4 10.5 



From a beam with 12 segments, feedback {0, u?}, Q  =  5 0  was chosen. Table 

8.3 illustrates analyses with only one segment variation at a time. 

Table 8.3: Robustness Analysis with (9i(0), {0, u;}, 12, 50). 

Ai +0.1 A.2 + 0.1 A3 + 0.1 A4 + 0.1 As + 0.1 As + 0.1 

-3.8 2.8 -5.3 -3.7 -1.1 0.5 

AT - 0.1 As - 0.1 A9-O.I Aio — 0.1 All — 0-1 Ai2 — 0.1 

1.1 -0.7 0.8 1.2 -1.7 1.9 

For motor parameter uncertainties, Jm with —0.1 variation was attempted. 

The results are listed in Table 8.4. 

Table 8.4: Robustness Analysis with Motor Coefficient Jm Variations 

(9I(0),Q = 100*/, 50*/, 10 */). 

{0} {0, u;} 

C? = 100 * / -23.0453 -54.3013 -15.1548 

Q  =  5 0 * I  -5.4908 -14.3455 -5.7012 

Q  =  1 0 * I  -2.3543 -9.6067 -5.4134 

As results in above tables, show a small beam geometric variation changes the 

associated PI a little when compared with the original optimal PI. Note however 
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that the larger the variation of the beam dimension, the larger the offset of the P I .  

Motor parameter Jm is shown to have larger impacts on PI then does. 

For the Hoo controller, the becim shape (13.8813 12.6027 8.4932 4.5228) 

instead of the optimal shape (13.8813 12.6027 8.4932 5.0228) was tested, com

paring with the uniform beam with the first segment near the tip was 9, instead 

10. The tip deflection responses for the initial condition, step input and step-type 

disturbance are as in Fig. (8.2)- Fig. (8.4). They axe not much different between the 

optimal shape and the uniform beam. 

O.S 

E 
—1 

-1.S 

Tlm« (s) 

Figure 8.2: Initial Input Response (Tip Deflection) for Hoo 

As these results show, both L Q R  and H o o  controllers for flexible manipulators 

have very good robustness to paxameter variations and disturbance. Hoo has stronger 

stability against system uncertainties. 
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Figiire 8.3: Step Input Response (Tip Deflection) for H^o 
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Figure 8.4; Step Type Disturbance Response (Tip Deflection) for H^o 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

9.1 Conclusions 

The mechatronic approach as a significant and valid design for the global opti

mization of a flexible manipulator is the highlight of this research. The criticeil point 

of this design is global integration and optimization, which treats all the subsystems 

in a system as a whole and covers the full searching space for system parameters, 

including the beam parajneters (material and geometric), coefiBcients in motor dy

namics and controller parameters, and controller structure. Compared to traditional 

optimal design, which relies on a locai optimization by assigning a controller to a 

given plant, the mechatronic mechanism achieves a better solution by regarding the 

plant and the controller concurrently. Each parameter in the system equation or their 

combination could be the optimized variable. From this perspective, the boundaries 

of mechatronic design expansion into other field is limited only by the imagination. 

The LQR standard output feedback is the only one used here to illustrate this basic 

idea. Hoo control is used to obtain more robust system resistant to disturbances. 

In this research, the seaxch space is limited only with regard to the beam 

physical dimension; all other parameters are supposed to be constant. There are two 

options for the mechatronic simulation, the first being what was addressed in this 
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dissertation. From a uniform link, the most significant modes and eissociated natural 

frequencies were caiculated and these modes were used as universal space bcise. Thus, 

edl elements in those coefficients of the state space equation axe the only functions of 

the geometric link. Since the mechatronic method as outlined in Chapters 7, ajid 8 

searches the beam geometric distribution through the whole space to find ein optimal 

solution, this '^beise' approach can save a lot of computation time. 

The other option for mechatronic simulation is, what is referred to as 

'segmentized-method'. Based on segmentized beams, and their interfaciaJ conditions, 

a set of constraints is achieved. To solve these equations with beam boundary con

ditions, the most significant natural frequencies from the determinant equal to zero 

were obtained. Furthermore a series of eigenfunctions to each segment was found. In 

this approach, even if one segment of the beam shape changes, all these frequencies 

and eigenfunctions will be changed. Because of the searching process in the mecha

tronic design, this approach will take a longer time to reach the optimal point. So 

the first option is better for mechatronic design ajid why it was employed in this 

research. The other main topics addressed so far are listed next. 

In the previous chapters, 

1. The flexible beam dynamics were formulated with a tip load, taking rotatory 

inertia into account. 

2. With beam natural frequencies and modaJ shapes, ba,sed on separability prop

erty, the beam state space equations were derived. 
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3. The beam state space equation was integrated with motor torque dynamics in 

order to obtain overall state space formulae for the system. 

4. To explore this new method, the standard L Q R  with output feedbacks was 

employed, giving results under different conditions. 

5. The model uncertainties were obtained, the controller was developed to 

attenuate the effects of model uncertainties and system noise. 

6. Finally the system sensitivity was tested with variations of beam dimension 

and motor coefficient. 

Several combinations with different output feedbacks, number of segments and 

weighting matrix as listed in tables of Chapter 6 were tested. The simulation results 

show that in all cases the performance index [PI) improved to various degree. It 

was found find that the PI does not change much with varying numbers of segments. 

The results are better for two outputs feedback than that for single feedback. If the 

motor parcuneters axe added into the search space, better performance is obtained. 

The results in Chapter 7 show that the Hoo controller gives better performance, 

but this is a tradeoff for slower computation time because the controller is much 

more complicated than the LQR controller and needs more calculation. The robust

ness analysis was also conducted numerically. As was pointed out, the controller is 

responsible for having a robust feature for parameter uncertainties or variations, as 
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well as disturbance. The numerical responses to different kinds-of parameter varia

tions were illustrated, showing, that the system designed by the mechatronic method 

displays good robustness against pcirameter variations. 

9.2 Future Research 

Due to the limited scope of this dissertation, many issues were not able to be 

addressed. Instead, they caji serve to point to future reseaxch considerations, they 

include, but not limited to: 

• Considering unmodeled dynamics such as the damping term, further exploring 

t h e  e f f e c t s  o n  b e a m  d y n a m i c s  a n d  P I .  

• Choosing frequency weighting functions and scalar factors effectively in /Ico 

controller design. 

• Minimizing the inaccurate measurement of the system parameters, including 

tip payload. 

• Improving the /HR algorithm. If search space is expanded by introducing 

more paxaxneters as variables, it will dramatically slow down the search process, 

causing a need for more and better priors input to start searching and to find 

better searching direction. 

• Comparing different control strategies to ciscertain their efficiency in choosing 

the best suitable controller for flexible manipulators. 
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Introducing power consumption into the design objective, which will expand 

the design application to some area with power limitation, such as conditions 

in outer space. 

Building a real system to verify this design method. 

Developing an analog mechatronic mechanism for multi-link flexible manipu

lators to meet real application requirements, including the modeling and algo

rithm improvement. 

Extending this approach to other system designs. 
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APPENDIX A 

MECHATRONIC DESIGN PROGRAMS 

This appendix contains an alphabetical listing of all Matlab progrcims. 

Codes in mechatronic design with the L Q R  Controller are: 

1. CALB.M 

2. CALC.M 

3. EIPPSI.M 

4. GAMMAl.M 

5. GAMMA2.M 

6. GAMMAS.M 

7. JIHR.M 

8. LAMBDAl.M 

9. LAMBDA2.M 

10. LAMBDA3.M 

11. MAR.M 

12. 0MEGA31.M 



13 

14 

15 

16, 

17, 

18, 

19 

20 

1 

2 

3 

4, 

5. 

6. 

7. 
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OPTK.M 

POTENT.M 

PPSI.M 

SEGDIR.M 

SEGSELECT.M 

SEGSTEP.M 

XPSI.M 

XS.M 

Codes in mechatronic design with the H^o controller are: 

ASSEM.M 

ASSEMBl.M 

ASSEMB2.iM 

ASSEMCDl.M 

ASSEMCD2.M 

ASSEMQ.M 

DAMPING.M 
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8. HINF.M 

9. Wl.iM 

10. W2.M 
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